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Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is an important public health issue in both military and 

civilian life.  Many suffer from cognitive and motor deficits, as well as from excruciating, 

unrelenting chronic pain (TBI-Pain). TBI-Pain is associated with hypersensitivity to mild 

tactile and thermal stimulation of the face and scalp, a result of central sensitization, a 

process by which brain structures undergo maladaptive plasticity, resulting in abnormal 

activity of brain neurons. Recently central sensitization of the posterior thalamus (PO) 

has been implicated in chronic pain disorders, spinal cord injury and migraine. We 

therefore hypothesized that chronic pain after TBI is also associated with abnormal 

activity of the PO thalamus. 

Here, we tested this hypothesis using a novel model of blast-TBI with two unique 

features: (i) blast-TBI was performed in awake, unanesthetized rats, to simulate the 

human experience and to preclude anesthesia-induced dampening of post-injury increases 

in excitatory activity that is crucial for the development of central pain; (ii) only the 

cranium, rather than the entire body, was exposed to a collimated blast wave, with the 

blast wave striking the posterior cranium in the region of the occipital crest and foramen 

magnum. Testing for thermal hyperalgesia of the face (distal from direct injury) revealed 

that blast-TBI rats had a significantly lower tolerance to pain, compared to the control 

group. Consistent with the behavioral data, single unit electrophysiological recordings 

from PO showed an increase in the spontaneous and evoked firing rate of neurons from 

blast-TBI rats, compared to sham. These data support the hypothesis that blast-TBI is 

associated with hyperalgesia and maladaptive plasticity in the PO thalamus.
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General Introduction 
 
Pain is defined as an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with 

actual and potential tissue damage (IASP, 1994). Nociceptive pain is evolutionarily 

advantageous as it serves as a cautionary mechanism to warn animals to avoid the source 

of pain and to protect themselves from further damage. Pain is initiated with activation of 

nociceptors in the skin, muscles, connective tissue, and other organs of the body. 

Activation of these nociceptors generally occurs through nerve injury and the up-

regulation of inflammatory mediators. In the case of acute pain, as the injury heals and 

pain will resolve. However, when there is persistent or repetitive activation of 

nociceptors, pain-transmitting neurons become more sensitive and strengthen their 

connections with second and third order neurons in the central nervous system (CNS). 

These connections can be particularly difficult to break and can result in chronic pain. 

Chronic pain lasts after the injury has healed and is characterized by its spontaneous 

nature. This type of pain is no longer protective and is a manifestation of pathological 

change in the nervous system. 

Chronic pain is a serious clinical problem, which annually affects about 100 million 

Americans (Institute of Medicine (US) Committee on Advancing Pain Research, and 

Education., 2011). Patients suffering chronic pain describe it as a physically and 

emotionally disabling condition (Kennard, 1952) that has a profound impact on their 

ability to work. Each year, this results in an estimated cost of $635 billion in medical 

treatment and loss in productivity (Institute of Medicine (US) Committee on Advancing 

Pain Research, 2011).  
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Several treatments, including surgery (North et al., 2005), opioids (Ballantyne and 

Mao, 2003), and electrical stimulation (Deyo et al., 1990) are available to reduce chronic 

pain. However, these therapies generally do not provide permanent relief (Morley et al., 

1999). This is likely due to the complexity of pain, as it involves multiple components of 

the nervous system at the peripheral, spinal, and supraspinal levels. In recent years, there 

has been considerable progress in our understanding of peripheral and spinal mechanisms 

of pain. However, when considering long-lasting pain— that is not relieved with the use 

of current therapeutics— it is also important to understand the pathophysiology of 

supraspinal central modulatory mechanisms.  

Pathophysiology of pain 
 
Pain is a complex condition that incorporates multiple components of the nervous 

system at the peripheral, spinal, and supraspinal levels (Figure 1). The process of pain 

perception begins in the periphery with the activation of nociceptors. These nociceptive 

signals are conveyed through the dorsal root ganglia (or trigeminal ganglia) to second 

order neurons in the dorsal horn or the spinal trigeminal nucleus (medullary dorsal horn, 

SpVc). From here nociceptive information is sent to the somatosensory cortex via the 

thalamus through two parallel systems: the lemniscal and paralemniscal pathways; we 

will focus on the former.  
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Figure 1. Trigeminothalamic pain pathway.  Facial pain and headaches are mediated 

by the trigeminothalamic pathway, which includes a peripheral component of 

nociceptors, and a central component including neurons in the spinal trigeminal nucleus 

(SpVc), thalamus, and cortex.  

Peripheral nociceptors 

The first component of the ascending pain pathway includes primary afferents that 

communicate sensory information between the periphery and the CNS. Cell bodies of 

primary afferents are located in the dorsal root ganglion (DRG); however, the majority of 

nerve endings that process sensory information from the face have cell bodies located in 

the trigeminal ganglion. These primary sensory neurons are pseudo-unipolar and have 

peripheral axons that innervate the periphery and central axons that synapse onto second 

order neurons in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord (or in SpVc) (Dubner and Bennett, 

1983).  

Primary afferents that process pain—or peripheral nociceptors— can be found in 

either external (e.g skin, cornea) or internal (e.g muscles, tendons, viscera) tissues 

Cortex

Thalmus

SpVc
Trigeminal 
Ganglion

Nociceptive 
Neuron

PO

Brainstem
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(Millan, 1999). Peripheral nociceptors send information to the CNS via two different 

types of axons. Generally, axons associated with nociceptors are small-diameter fibers 

that conduct relatively slowly, being lightly myelinated (A-delta fibers) or, more 

commonly, unmyelinated (C-fibers). Nociceptive fibers are classified by their conduction 

velocity and their response to mechanical, thermal, or chemical stimuli. Initial, fast onset 

of pain is mediated by A-delta fiber nociceptors that respond predominantly to 

mechanical or thermal stimuli (Cain et al., 2001; Willis and Coggeshall, 1991; Raja et al., 

1988). However, sensitivity to noxious cold stimuli is also observed (Simone and 

Kajander, 1997). C-fibers are unmyelinated and have slower conduction velocities than 

A-delta fibers (Banik and Brennan, 2004). They are activated by a variety of thermal, 

mechanical, and chemical stimuli, making them polymodal (Van Hees and Gybels, 

1981). The receptive fields of A-delta fibers and C-fibers also vary. C-fibers—accounting 

for about 70% of all fibers carrying nociceptive information—tend to be more widely 

distributed, resulting in larger receptive fields (Treede et al., 1990; Smith and Lewin, 

2009). In contrast, A-delta fibers are clustered in small spots; therefore, they provide 

more precise location of stimulus (Slugg et al., 2004). 

Nociceptors are activated by a variety of noxious stimuli (e.g pinch, burn). 

Immediately after injury, several inflammatory mediators, such as arachidonic acid, 

histamine, potassium, nitric oxide and nerve growth factor, are released on peripheral 

terminals of nociceptive neurons. Some of these mediators activate transient receptor 

potential channels (Caterina et al., 1997) or voltage-gated sodium channels (Carr et al., 

2009) that, in turn, initiate action potentials in pain nerve fibers. Action potentials are 

then propagated to somata of primary neurons, located in the DRG or TG. Invasion of 
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action potentials into the soma of primary neuron can lead to release of a variety of 

neurotransmitters, such as glutamate and neuropeptides (e.g., substance P, calcitonin gene 

related peptide, and somatostatin) at their central terminals in the CNS (Rogoz et al., 

2014; Dubner and Ruda, 1992).  

Second order neurons 

The central axons of primary afferents terminate onto second order neurons 

according to a distribution pattern determined by the region of body they innervate and 

their sensory modalities. Pain and temperature information from the body is transmitted 

through the spinothalamic tract (STT), whereas information from the face is conveyed 

through the trigeminothalamic tract (TTT).  

In STT, sensory information is relayed to the CNS via the dorsal horn of the spinal 

cord; here A-delta and C-fibers innervate multiple spine segments. A-delta fibers 

terminate predominantly in lamina I, II, and V (Light and Perl, 1979; Woodbury et al., 

2008), whereas, C-fibers terminate in laminae I and II (Dhaka et al., 2008) of the dorsal 

horn. Early electrophysiological studies by Christensen and Perl in cats revealed that 

neurons in the marginal zone of the dorsal horn were specifically excited by noxious and 

thermal stimuli (Christensen and Perl, 1970).  

A parallel pathway takes place in the face, in which central axons of primary 

neurons in the trigeminal ganglion ascend to the spinal trigeminal nucleus forming the 

TTT. The spinal trigeminal nucleus is divided into three components: pars oralis, pars 

interpolaris, and pars caudalis (Olszewski, 1950). Typically, nociceptive afferents 

terminate in the pars caudalis or interpolaris of the spinal trigeminal complex (Ren and 
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Dubner, 2011). Studies in awake monkeys revealed that noxious thermal stimuli 

increased neuronal activity in the trigeminal nucleus caudalis (SpVc) (Bushnell et al., 

1984). 

Both the spinal dorsal horn and SpVc share close structural features, including 

cellular composition (Gobel and Purvis, 1972). Neurons of these structures are classified 

into three groups: nociceptive, wide dynamic range (WDR), and low-threshold (Dubner 

and Bennett, 1983). Nociceptive neurons respond selectively to noxious inputs and are 

generally located in the dorsal or outermost region of the dorsal horn and SpVc (Bushnell 

et al., 1984; Dubner and Ruda, 1992; Coghill et al., 1993). Neurons that respond to a 

wide range of mechanical, thermal, and chemical stimuli at both noxious and innocuous 

intensities are characterized as WDR neurons (Willis and Westlund, 1997; Dubner and 

Bennett, 1983). These neurons distinguish between innocuous or noxious stimuli by 

responding with increasing frequency of discharge as the intensity of stimuli increase 

(Dubner and Bennett, 1983). WDR are located in deeper parts of the dorsal horn (Coghill 

et al., 1993). Lastly, low-threshold neurons only respond to low intensity thermal or 

mechanical stimulation, such as touch and hair movement (Dallel et al., 1990).  

Anterograde tracing has demonstrated that ascending projections from the dorsal 

horn terminate in several supraspinal targets, including certain thalamic nuclei (e.g. VPL 

and the posterior group), lateral parabrachial area, periaqueductal gray (PAG), pons, 

hypothalamus, and lateral segmental area (Ralston, 1968; Light and Perl, 1979; Ab Aziz 

and Ahmad, 2006; Willis, 2007).  

SpVc shares many similar projections sites. Electrophysiological recordings from 
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squirrel monkeys demonstrated that SpVc primarily relays information through the 

ventromedial tegmentum of midbrain, the posterior nuclear complex of the thalamus, 

centrum medianum-parafacicularis, intralaminar nuclei, zona incerta, parabrachial 

nucleus, and the rostral portion of the caudate nucleus (Shende et al., 1968; Krout et al., 

2002; Hockfield and Gobel, 1978; Bernstein and King, 1964; Abdallah et al., 2013). In 

contrast, responses relayed to the VPM and medial lemniscus originate primarily from 

neurons located more rostrally, in the SpVi, as well as from the principal trigeminal 

nucleus (Shende et al., 1968). 

The thalamus 

Ever since Dejerine and Roussy performed studies on stroke patients, the thalamus 

has been recognized to play a very important role in higher-level processing of 

nociceptive input (Dejerine and Roussy, 1906). These studies, along with others by Head 

and Holmes (1911), suggested that the thalamus is involved in the sensory-discriminative 

and affective-motivational components of pain. Since then, several thalamic nuclei have 

been implicated in pain processing (Apkarian and Shi, 1994; Masri et al., 2009; Whitt et 

al., 2013; Monconduit et al., 1999). 

Nociceptive and themoreceptive information from the STT and TTT is relayed to 

third order neurons of several thalamic nuclei, including the ventroposterior nuclei, 

mediodorsal nucleus and the posterior nucleus (Katter et al., 1996; Dado et al., 1994). 

The ventrobasal nuclei comprise of the ventroposterior lateral (VPL) and the 

ventroposterior medial (VPM) nuclei that receive ascending afferent information from the 

STT and TTT, respectively. Secondary neurons of these afferents are generally located in 

laminae I (noxious) and laminae IV and V (noxious and innocuous low-threshold) layers 
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of dorsal horn (Dado et al., 1994; Katter et al., 1996). The nociceptive neurons from the 

ventrobasal complex mainly project to the primary somatosensory cortex (Kenshalo and 

Isensee, 1983). This pathway plays an important role in the sensory discriminative aspect 

of pain. 

Electrophysiological studies in humans and rodents have demonstrated that the 

mediodorsal nucleus (MD) plays an important role in mediating affective and 

motivational aspects of pain (Rinaldi et al., 1991; Dostrovsky and Guilbaud, 1990; Whitt 

et al., 2013). Projection sites to the MD include lamina I neurons of STT and TTT 

(Ganchrow, 1978). However, due to its diverse role in pain processing, the MD also 

receives inputs from areas such as the hypothalamus, anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), 

amygdala and the insula (Risold et al., 1997; Kuroda and Price, 1991; Krettek and Price, 

1978). 

In this study we primarily focus on the posterior nucleus of the thalamus (PO). The 

PO is a higher order thalamic nucleus responsible for processing both innocuous and 

noxious sensory information. It has been shown in various species that PO, specifically 

its medial portion, contains nociceptive and thermoreceptive neurons (Craig et al., 1994; 

Albe-Fessard et al., 1985; Yezierski et al., 1987). Early neuronal recordings by Bushnell 

et al.(1993), in which the PO was originally assumed to be the VPM (Craig et al., 1994), 

revealed a strong correlation between neuronal activity and behavioral detection of 

noxious and innocuous thermal stimuli. Further, these responses returned to normal with 

lidocaine-induced block of activity in the PO (Duncan et al., 1993). More recently, PO 

has also been implicated in chronic pain conditions. In rats, central pain after spinal cord 

injur (SCI) was associated with an abnormally high neuronal activity in the PO (Masri et 
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al., 2009). Similar abnormally increased responses in the PO of rats occur with 

chemically induced migraine headache (Burstein et al., 2010). These findings suggest a 

role for PO in other conditions of chronic pain. One goal of this study is to determine if 

the response characteristics of PO change after traumatic brain injury (TBI). 

Nociceptive neurons in PO tend to have large receptive fields that are activated by 

noxious, mechanical and thermal stimulation to the vibrissae, face, forelimbs, or hind-

limbs (Rowe and Sessle, 1968; Apkarian and Shi, 1994; Ab Aziz and Ahmad, 2006). In 

cats, some of the neurons in this region have large, bilateral receptive fields (Poggio and 

Mountcastle, 1960; Casey, 1966; Rowe and Sessle, 1968), whereas in moneys there are 

reports of smaller, more restricted receptive fields (Apkarian and Shi, 1994). 

PO receives major ascending afferent projections from STT and TTT (Craig, 2004; 

Lund and Webster, 1967; Fukushima and Kerr, 1979; Ring and Ganchrow, 1983), 

specifically from lamina I and deeper layers of both the spinal and medullary dorsal horn 

(Gauriau and Bernard, 2004; Dado and Giesler, 1990). Additionally, it receives dense 

inhibitory GABAergic inputs from the zona incerta (ZI), reticular thalamic nucleus 

(TRN) and anterior pretectal nucleus (APT) (Bartho et al., 2002; Bokor et al., 2005; Lam 

and Sherman, 2011; de Biasi et al., 1986). Other afferent inputs include the superior 

colliculus (Ledoux et al., 1987; Roger and Cadusseau, 1984) as well as both the primary 

(SI) and second (SII) somatosensory cortices (Wise and Jones, 1977; Fabri and Burton, 

1991; Carvell and Simons, 1987). The PO not only receives, but also sends projections to 

SI and SII  (Wise and Jones, 1977; Fabri and Burton, 1991; Carvell and Simons, 1987). 

Neurons in the PO also project to limbic areas such as the insular cortex (Gauriau and 

Bernard, 2004) and amygdala (Linke et al., 2000).  
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Pain perception 

For decades, the cerebral cortex was thought to have no role in pain processing. As 

Head and Holmes stated in their 1911 study “pure cortical lesions cause no increase or 

decrease of sensibility to measured painful stimuli”. However, in more recent decades 

imaging techniques, including functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), have 

demonstrated that noxious stimuli can induce metabolic changes in many number cortical 

(Stea and Apkarian, 1992; Ploner et al., 1999; Davis et al., 1995). 

Magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalogaphy (EEG) recordings from 

humans have also demonstrated that painful stimuli are associated with abnormal cortical 

activity (Ploner et al., 1999; Schlereth et al., 2003). It is now established that third order 

neurons in the thalamus relay nociceptive signals to the cortex, where the experience of 

pain is thought to be perceived. 

In parallel with the specific thalamic nuclei that innervate the cortex, cortical 

representation of pain can be differentiated into sensory-discriminative (lateral pain 

system) and affective-motivational (medial pain system) aspects of pain. The lateral pain 

system originates from lamina I and deep layers (V-VI) of the dorsal horn/SpVc (Willis 

et al., 2001; Willis et al., 2002) projects primarly to thalamic nuclei, VPL/VPM, that send 

afferents to the primary (SI) and second (SII) somatosensory cortex (Shi and Apkarian, 

1995; Millan, 1999). Neurons in this pathway are predominantly nociceptive-specific and 

WDR; anatomical and neurophysiological studies show that >75% of the neurons are 

WDR (Kenshalo et al., 1988; Kenshalo and Isensee, 1983). The main function of 

nociceptive neurons in S1 is to topographically code noxious stimuli and encode the 

intensity of the stimulus (Kenshalo and Isensee, 1983), suggesting that WDR neurons and 
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the lateral pain pathway are critical for the sensory dimensions of pain (Lee et al., 1999; 

Kenshalo et al., 1988; Kenshalo and Isensee, 1983). Data from both humans (Schnitzler 

and Ploner, 2000) and monkeys (Kenshalo et al., 1989) show that lesions in SI reduce the 

ability to distinguish between noxious stimulus intensity, but do not relieve clinical pain. 

Additionally, brain imaging studies have shown that activity in SI closely correlates with 

topography and intensity of a pain stimulus (Porro et al., 1998; Coghill et al., 1999). 

The medial pain system includes STT pathways that project through more ventral and 

medial thalamic nuclei, and whose cortical targets include SII, prefrontal cortex, the 

anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) and insula. Unlike the lateral pathway, the origin of these 

pathways is largely from layer I of the dorsal horn/SpVc, a region composed of 

nociceptive specific neurons (Bernard et al., 1989; Bernard and Besson, 1990). These 

cortical targets have been strongly implicated in autonomic processes and behaviors 

related to fear and defense (Devinsky et al., 1995; Bernard et al., 1989; Bernard and 

Besson, 1990), suggesting that the medial pain system participates in affective-

motivational aspects of pain. Brain imaging studies show that the ACC is consistently 

activated during pain (Hsieh et al., 1996). Specifically, a positron emission tomography 

(PET) study using hypnosis to control the level of unpleasant experience of pain 

demonstrated an association between ACC activation and changes in unpleasantness of 

pain (Rainville et al., 1997). In contrast, the auhors observed no changes in S1 (Rainville 

et al., 1997). 

Transition from acute to chronic pain 

The ascending pain pathway, discussed above, is engaged in response to intense 

nociceptive stimuli. Generally, this results in acute pain that passes momentarily or with 
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healing of injury. However, in cases of extreme injury or consistent activation of 

nociceptors, the neurons of the pain pathway can be sensitized. This sensitization of the 

neurons in the pain pathway is thought to initiate the transition from acute pain to chronic 

pain. 

Peripheral sensitization 

Sensitization of the pain pathway after trauma results from maladaptive plasticity of 

structures in the nervous system and can occur at the peripheral or central level. 

Peripheral sensitization is thought to be a major contributor to hypersensitivity in many 

pain disorders (Raja et al., 1988; Amaya et al., 2006; Baron et al., 2013). It manifests in 

primary afferent nociceptors at the original site of injury, causing them to exhibit 

increased responsiveness to external mechanical or thermal stimuli (Shim et al., 2005; 

Raja et al., 1988). Peripheral sensitization may result from release of local inflammatory 

mediators on peripheral terminals of nociceptor sensory neurons. A few mediators 

released immediately after injury include histamine, braydkinin, protons (H+, K+), ATP, 

and nitric oxide (Amaya et al., 2013; Valdez-Morales et al., 2013). The initial release of 

inflammatory mediators activates immune cells, which, in turn, release additional 

mediators such as cytokines and growth factors (Sommer and Kress, 2004). This process 

of inflammation occurs within a few minutes.  

However, if the injury or inflammation persists, peripheral sensitization may also 

persist through change in expression of receptors, ion channels, and mediators. For 

example, TRPV1, the first isolated protein of the TRP family, is regulated by body 

temperature and can be indirectly sensitized by inflammatory mediators (e.g. ATP, NGF, 

glutamate) that increase body temperature (Tominaga and Tominaga, 2005). These 
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mediators may increase the responsiveness of TRPV1 through increased expression of 

the channel, by inducing its phosphorylation, or releasing its inhibition by 

phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (Ji et al., 2002; Chuang et al., 2001; Mohapatra 

and Nau, 2003).  

Alternatively, other mediators, such as prostoglandins and 5-HT, can directly alter 

properties of voltage-gated ion channels, such as TTX-resistant sodium channels (TTX-r) 

(e.g. Nav1.3, Nav1.8) (Gold et al., 1996; England et al., 1996). There is evidence that 

nociceptive mediators can sensitize TTX-r channels, and, in turn, reduce activation 

threshold of peripheral nociceptors (Gold et al., 1996; England et al., 1996). 

Central sensitization 

Ongoing activation of peripheral nociceptors may eventually result in maladaptive 

plasticity of CNS structures, a process known as central sensitization. Central 

sensitization refers to a condition in which neurons of the CNS exhibit increased 

excitability, increased synaptic strength, and enlargement of their receptive fields beyond 

the initial site of injury (McMahon et al., 1993; Woolf, 2007; Dubner and Ren, 2004). 

Maladaptive plasticity can occur through long-lasting alterations in the expression of 

receptors, ion channels, transmitters, and change in neuron density (Latremoliere and 

Woolf, 2009; Woolf, 2007).  

Role of glia 
 
Glial cells— specifically microglia and astrocytes— have also been identified as 

important contributors to abnormal neuronal activity. Glial cells are normally distributed 

throughout the CNS in a ramified or inactive state. However, contrary to previous belief, 
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even in this quiescent state glial cells are actively sensing and contributing to their 

environment (Nimmerjahn et al., 2005; Hanisch and Kettenmann, 2007). Ramified glia 

are activated by mediators released from primary afferent terminals (SP, excitatory amino 

acids) or second order projection neurons (nitric oxide, prostoglandins) (Wieseler-Frank 

et al., 2004). The activated glial cells produce and release mediators (prostoglandins, 

cytokines, TNF-a) and neurotransmitters (glutamate), all of which regulate neuronal 

activity and viablitiy (Watkins et al., 2001).  

Numerous studies have established the active role of glial cells in nociceptive 

signaling and the development of chronic pain (Kimelberg and Nedergaard, 2010; Tsuda 

et al., 2003). Garrision et al. (1991) first demonstrated a parallel relationship between the 

degree of hyperalgesia after chronic constriction injury and the magnitude of reactive 

astrogliosis in the spinal cord. Since then, astrocyte activation has been demonstrated in 

several chronic pain models, including nerve ligation, trigeminal nerve injury, and 

peripheral and spared nerve injury (Stuesse et al., 2001; Sweitzer et al., 1999; Sun et al., 

2005; Honore et al., 2000). Microglia activation has also been reported in these chronic 

pain models (Ji and Suter, 2007; Beggs and Salter, 2007; Tsuda et al., 2004; Tsuda et al., 

2003). However, microglial activation seems to occur during the early phase, shortly after 

injury (Tanga et al., 2004; Hald et al., 2009). Astroglial activation starts a few days post-

injury and is longer lasting than microglial activation (Tanga et al., 2004; Hald et al., 

2009). Although this temporal sequence is generally thought to take place, there are also 

some chronic pain models in which microglial activation persists for long periods (Chang 

et al., 2010; Hains and Waxman, 2006; Lewis, 2013). Therefore, the temporal activation 

of glial cells is likely unique to the method of injury. 
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Descending modulation  
 
The pathology of chronic pain is also dependent on modulation of the descending 

pathway. Under normal conditions the descending pain pathway interprets sensory 

information and responds accordingly. Several brain regions are involved in this process, 

including supraspinal structures (such as the (ACC), amygdala, and hypothalamus) that 

project to the periaqueductal gray (PAG) in the midbrain (Meng et al., 2000; Porreca et 

al., 2002). PAG further sends efferents to several brainstem structures such as the 

rostroventral medulla (RVM), parabrachial nucleus, and nucleus raphe magnus (Morgan 

et al., 2008; Mantyh, 1983). Activation of neurons in these regionsm which, project to 

various levels of the spinal or medullary dorsal horn, results inhibition or enhancement of 

nociception (Aicher et al., 2012; Meng et al., 2000; Fields et al., 1977). 

The role of these brain structures in descending modulation has been confirmed by 

the use of electrical stimulation and microinjection of drugs. For example, both 

microinjection of morphine and electrical stimulation of PAG have been shown to 

produce antinociceptive effects (Cui et al., 1999; Tsou and Jang, 1964; Reynolds, 1969). 

Additionally, antinociception as a result of PAG stimulation can be abolished with 

lidocaine inhibition of the RVM (Sandkuhler and Gebhart, 1984). Although these 

examples are of analgesia produced by descending inhibition, the RVM contains several 

types of cells, including ON-cells that contribute to excitation and increased nocicepitve 

response (Fields, 1985). The role of ON-cells has been tested through selective ablation 

of ON-cells in rats with spinal nerve ligation, which showed that ablation of these cells  

resulted in a reduction of allodynia (Porreca et al., 2001). 

In sum, an imbalance between these descending facilitatory and inhibitory systems 
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can contribute to the development and maintenance of chronic pain.  

Chronic pain after traumatic insult 
 
Traumatic injuries as a result of an external insult can vary greatly in location and 

degree of severity. However, they are commonly associated with either a blunt or 

penetrating tissue injury, both of which can produce a cascade of inflammatory and 

physiological changes. One recognized consequence of changes after trauma is the 

development of chronic pain (Lahz and Bryant, 1996; Christensen et al., 1996; Poobalan 

et al., 2003; Simanski et al., 2014). Chronic pain after trauma is defined as pain that 

persists for more than three months (Willweber-Strumpf et al., 2000). It is estimated that 

chronic pain develops in 10 to 50% of patients following surgical procedures (Werner 

and Bischoff, 2014; Bouman et al., 2014; Lavand’homme, 2006; Schug, 2012), in at least 

50% of individuals with traumatic brain injury (TBI) (Patil et al., 2011; Belanger et al., 

2009; Strigo et al., 2014) and in 60 to 80% of spinal cord injury (SCI) patients (Siddall et 

al., 2003; New et al., 1997; Woolsey, 1986).  

Animal models of trauma 

Several different animal models have been used to study pain after spinal cord 

injury. Models of SCI-Pain include injury to the spinal cord via electrolytic lesions 

(Davoody et al., 2011; Masri and Keller, 2012), controlled spinal contusions (Wu et al., 

2013), ischemic lesions (Hao et al., 1991), hemisections (Christensen et al., 1996), and 

neurotoxic chemical injections (Yezierski et al., 1998). These methods result in varying 

degrees of injury and hyperalgesia. However, in many of these models, the development 

of paralysis can confound pain testing. Therefore, models that produce SCI in a 
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reproducible manner without impairing movement in animals, such as the electrolytic 

lesion SCI model, are particularly interesting for studies of pain. Studies from electrolytic 

lesions in rodents have demonstrated both sensory evoked and spontaneous pain (Masri 

and Keller, 2012; Davoody et al., 2011). Typically, the presence of spontaneous pain and 

delayed expression of pain suggests the involvement of brain centers involved in 

processing higher order thalamic nuclei (Woolf, 2007). Several studies of SCI have 

demonstrated abnormalities in both second order neurons of the dorsal horn (Wang et al., 

2005; Zhang et al., 2005) and in third-order neurons of the thalamus (Masri and Keller, 

2012; Whitt et al., 2013).  

In recent years, with the increasing awareness and observation of symptoms after 

traumatic brain injury (TBI), it has been noted that chronic pain, particularly of the head 

and back, is a frequently occurring problem (Patil et al., 2011; Belanger et al., 2009; 

Strigo et al., 2014). Several animal models have been designed to study the neurological 

deficits that result as a consequence of TBI. Many of these are based on invasive injuries, 

in which the brain is exposed by craniotomy, and the cortex is subjected to injury by 

controlled cortical impact (Elliott et al., 2012) or by fluid percussion injury (Cao et al., 

2012). There are also models based on acceleration/deceleration of the skull and brain 

that result in damage due to axonal shearing from rotational damage (Ren et al., 2013), 

while other models are designed to mimic injuries from blast waves (Kuehn et al., 2011). 

However, these models of experimental TBI have not been developed to specifically 

study pain after TBI. Many of these models depend on the use of surgical procedures and 

anesthesia, both of which can confound results when studying mechanisms of pain. 

Therefore, there is still a need for a model that allows us to study TBI-Pain 
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uncomplicated by anesthesia-induced dampening of post-injury increases in excitatory 

activity or excessive excitation from peripheral nociceptors from unnecessary surgical 

procedures.  

One aim of this dissertation is to develop a clinically relevant model of TBI that 

encapsulates chronic-pain symptoms observed in humans. Such a model of TBI would 

allow us to study the neural mechanisms associated with chronic pain after TBI.  
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General Methods 
 
All procedures were conducted according to Animal Welfare Act regulations and 

Public Health Service guidelines. Strict aseptic surgical procedures were used, according 

to the guidelines of the International Association for the Study of Pain, and approved by 

the University of Maryland School of Medicine Animal Care and Use Committee. 

Injury procedures 
 

Repeated frontal impact traumatic brain injury (Maryland Model) 

Frontal impact TBI procedure. The energy of the frontal impact is applied via a 

steel ball (~500 g; Small Parts, Inc., Miami, FL). The steel ball is accelerated by gravity 

by rolling down two parallel steel rods at a vertical height of 0.75 m (Fig. 2A). The rods 

are designed to be at a steep slope— to accelerate the steel ball, and then gently curved 

horizontally— to redirect the ball at a horizontal trajectory. The ball strikes one end of 

the coupling arms, with the other end of the coupling arm engaging the malar processes 

of the rat bilaterally (shown in Fig. 2D). The rat, then, experiences the force of the ball 

through a set of coupling arms. The coupling arms have two ends: a flat edge that is 

impacted by the ball and an edge that holds two brass rods with a small V shaped grove 

on its outer edge; these are positioned directly on the rat’s malar processes. The brass 

rods of the coupling arms were also designed to be of different lengths to create a 

rotational effect.  

Surgical procedure. Rats were anesthetized (60 mg/kg ketamine and 7.5 mg/kg 

xylazine given IP) and allowed to breathe air spontaneously. Core temperature was 

maintained at 37°C using a heating pad regulated by a rectal thermal probe (Harvard 
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Apparatus, Holliston, MA). Using conventional surgical techniques, the malar process on 

each side was exposed through incisions starting at the infraorbital foramen and going 

towards the zygomatic arch (5 mm long and 1 to 2 mm deep). The grooves of the brass 

rods of the coupling arms were positioned on the malar processes. This ensured the rods 

were in the same position for each injury and prevented damage of any facial structures. 

The rats were not restrained, this allowed them to naturally bounce back from the impact. 

Oxygen saturation and heart rate were monitored pre- and post-surgery using a pulse 

oximeter (Mouse Ox; STARR Life Sciences Corp., Oakmont, PA) placed on a hind-limb. 

6X-TBI. Three conditions were included in this study: 6X-TBI, sham-operated, and 

naïve. Rats from each group were acquired at the same time at equivalent weights and 

handled in a similar manner. The surgical and frontal impact TBI procedures were 

repeated six times over a three-week period for 6X-TBI rats. The sham-operated group 

went through only the surgical procedure six times over a three-week period. The naïve 

group only underwent the handling process. Rats were given 21 days of recovery during 

which they were observed.  

4X-TBI. Three conditions were included in this study: 4X-TBI, sham-operated, and 

naïve. Rats from each group were acquired at the same time at equivalent weights and 

handled in a similar manner. The surgical and frontal impact TBI procedures were 

repeated four times in one hour, once every 15 minutes. The sham-operated group went 

through only the surgical procedure one time. The naïve group only underwent the 

handling process. Rats were given 21 days of recovery during which they were observed. 

Repeated facial surgery 
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Rats were anesthetized (60 mg/kg ketamine and 7.5 mg/kg xylazine given IP) and 

allowed to breathe air spontaneously. Core temperature was maintained at 37°C using a 

heating pad regulated by a rectal thermal probe (Harvard Apparatus, Holliston, MA). 

Using conventional surgical techniques, the malar process on each side was exposed 

through incisions starting at the infraorbital foramen and going towards the zygomatic 

arch (5 mm long and 1 to 2 mm deep). Oxygen saturation and heart rate were monitored 

pre- and post-surgery using a pulse oximeter (Mouse Ox, STARR Life Sciences Corp., 

Oakmont, PA) placed on a hind-limb. This process was repeated every third day for three 

weeks, for a total of six surgeries. Similarly, sham animals were anesthetized (60mg/kg 

ketamine and 7.5mg/kg xylazine given IP) every third day for three weeks, but they 

received no surgical incision. Both groups of rats were given a three-week recovery 

period and were observed for 21 days, after which they were tested for pain thresholds.   

Cranium only blast injury in awake rats 

Training. Rats were trained to place their head through the Blast Dissipation 

Chamber Cranium Interface, BDCCI, which is described in our previous study (Kuehn et 

al., 2011). Rats were placed in a behavior chamber (Fig. 11A) with access to a positive 

reward (sweetened milk). The reward was delivered through a feeding tube situated on 

the opposite side of the BDCCI. At all times, the animals could voluntarily approach and 

freely withdraw from the feeding tube. Training was discontinued when rats placed their 

head into the BDCCI chamber continuously for at least 30 seconds to access the reward. 

The apparatus was cleaned after each session with Roccal-D (disinfectant) and wiped dry. 

Rats were acclimated to the chamber for approximately one week and each day training 

was performed at the same time.  
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Prior to each training session, rats were fasted for 12 h. A recovery day from the 

fasting was included between the training sessions to minimize nutritional differences 

from their normal food routine. The animals were returned to regular diet, supplied by 

animal facilities, after the fasting period. Diet was provided ad libitum on recovery day. 

Water was available ad libitum before and after testing sessions. During the food 

restriction phase animals were weighed daily to ensure that their body weight did not fall 

below 85% of the baseline.  

Blast-TBI. Animals received one blast-TBI following the completion of training. 

The blast procedure required no surgical procedures. Rats were placed in the behavior 

chamber used in the training phase. When the rat placed its head correctly into the 

BDCCI chamber for at least five seconds, a blast wave was applied as we previously 

described (Kuehn et al., 2011). Based on our published data (Kuehn et al., 2011) we used 

a blast wave intensity of ~ 500 kPa, which was produced using a level four charge and a 

blast dissipation chamber (BDC) of 27 cm in length. The impact produced by the blast 

wave at this intensity did not produce skull damage, bleeding or skin lacerations, and 

resulted in no mortality. Rats were observed closely for at least one hour for any other 

physical side effects. We continued to monitor them daily and weekly, thereafter. 

Immediately following the blast we noted the location of injury, and for the 

remainder of the study we only included rats that received bTBI in the posterior cranium, 

in the region of the occipital crest and behind the foramen magnum. We also recorded 

changes in the following: length of time the rat did not move (freeze time), number of 

seizure-like body contractions (contractions), and the steepest angle at which the rat 

could climb an inclined slope (inclined plane). To create a ranking system of impact 
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severity, we normalized the raw value of each measurement to the value of the rat that 

was most severely affected. Therefore, for each measurement a rank value of 1 indicates 

the most severe symptoms (Table 1). A sum of these ranks was used to determine the 

most impaired bTBI rats, these were subsequently used for electrophysiological 

experiments.  

Behavioral confirmation of hyperalgesia 

  
All animals were tested for thermal and mechanical sensitivity starting at least three 

weeks after the last surgery. To minimize the animals’ anxiety, they were habituated for 

one week before behavioral testing and trained with the use of rewards (i.e sweet milk, 

rat treats). 

Face thermal sensitivity 

We quantified facial thermal sensitivity with the orofacial pain assessment device 

(OPAD, Stoelting), using methods previously described (Neubert et al., 2005). Unlike 

reflexive withdrawal measures, this approach relies on operant behavioral strategies, 

involving cortical structures, to initiate a motivated behavior that terminates exposure to 

the noxious stimuli. Operant strategies, such as the one we employed, overcome many of 

the pitfalls associated with more traditional, reflexive behaviors (Mogil, 2009). Rats were 

habituated and trained to drink milk in the OPAD chamber, which is a closed plexiglass 

chamber with a small gap surrounded by thermodes, of which we can control the 

temperature. Rats were trained to place their heads through this gap and come in contact 

with the thermodes through the incentive of a reward on the other side. During the 

training phase, which lasts for approximately a week, the thermodes are set to 27˚C. 
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Following training, rats had one testing session a day for three days. Each testing session 

lasted 10 minutes, during which time the temperature of the thermodes was randomly set 

to 37, 45, or 50˚C. The order in which the testing was performed at these temperatures 

was randomized for each rat. The animals voluntarily approached the feeding tube and 

could freely withdraw from the thermodes and feeding tube at any time. Any-maze 

software (Stoelting) was used to quantify the number of times the rats made contact with 

the thermodes, the number of licks of the reward, and the amount of reward consumed. 

Hind-paw mechanical withdrawal thresholds  

Rats were tested for mechanical sensitivity using calibrated von Frey filaments, 

ranging from 0.008 to 300 grams of force, applied to the ventral side of the hind-paws. 

Quick withdrawal or licking of the paw in response to the stimulus was considered a 

positive response. Filaments were continuously applied for at least 20 applications with a 

1 to 2 minute interval between stimuli, using the previously described Up-and-Down 

method (Dixon, 1965). These 20 applications were used as data points to estimate the 

average withdrawal threshold (g) using the formula described by Dixon.  

Facial mechanical withdrawal thresholds 

Rats were also tested for mechanical sensitivity of the face using calibrated von 

Frey filaments, ranging from 0.008 to 60 grams of force. Filaments were applied to the 

V2 and V3 area of the face. Quick withdrawal in response to the stimulus was considered 

a positive response. Approximately 20 responses were recorded for each rat and the 

average withdrawal threshold was determined using the Up-and-Down Method (see 

above).  
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In vivo recordings 
 

Surgical preparation for electrophysiology recordings  

Jugular catheter surgery. Non-recovery surgical procedures were used to prepare 

for extracellular recordings. Because neurons of the posterior thalamic nucleus are 

particularly sensitive to anesthetic level, which was held constant at level III-2 described 

by Friedberg et al. (1999) using intravenous infusion of urethane (1.5 mg/kg) through the 

jugular vein. Rats were prepared for jugular catheter insertion by initially being 

anesthetized with a solution of ketamine/xylazine (60 mg/kg ketamine and 7.5 mg/kg 

xylazine given IP). To insert these catheters, a small incision was made in the skin 

overlying the vessels with microsurgery scissors. The vessels were carefully separated 

from surrounding tissues with blunt scissors and the top end of the vessel was sutured to 

prevent excessive bleeding. The catheter was inserted through a small incision that was 

created 2 to 3 millimeters below the suture using a 20 gauge needle (Becton, Dickson and 

Company, Franklin Lakes, NJ). After insertion, the catheter was held in place within the 

vessel using another suture, which secured the catheter to the surrounding muscles. The 

skin opening was closed using alligator clamps for the duration of the recording. 

Anesthetic levels were monitored by continually recording electrocorticographs (ECoGs) 

using a pair of electrodes implanted in the skull.  

Craniotomies. Animals were anesthetized with intravenous urethane (see above) 

and placed in stereotaxic frames with lidocaine (Midewest Dental, Wichita Falls, TX) 

placed on the tips of the ear bars. Marcaine (Hospira Inc., Lake Forest, IL) was injected 

below the skin above the skull, and longitudinal incisions were made along the midline of 
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the skull to expose bregma and lambda. The skull was cleaned, leveled, and marked for 

coordinates for the PO thalamus (Posterior: 3.6 mm, Lateral: 2.5 from bregma) and/or the 

trigeminal ganglion (Posterior: 3.1 mm, Lateral: 2.8 from bregma). Small craniotomies (1 

to 2 mm2) removed the bone above PO and trigeminal ganglion to provide access for 

recording electrodes. 

Exposing the brainstem. The skin and muscle above the brainstem were separated 

using a #11 scalpel blade and a #3 scalpel handle, and were held in a separated position 

with microsurgery tissue separators. Blunted scissors were used to remove tissue around 

C1 of the spinal cord that is directly posterior to the forman magnum. Once the dura was 

visible, it was removed using a blunted 35 gauge needle (Becton, Dickson and Company, 

Franklin Lakes, NJ) to expose the spinal trigeminal nucleus caudalis. 

Extracellular recordings  

At least four weeks after the last surgery, surgical procedures were used to prepare 

for extracellular recordings (see “Surgical preparation for electrophysiology recordings”). 

We selected urethane because it has no, or negligible, effects on glutamatergic and 

GABAergic transmission, and therefore produces only minimal disruption of signal 

transmission (Sceniak and MacIver, 2006). We recorded single units based on the 

following coordinates from bregma: PO (Posterior: 3.6 mm, Lateral: 2.5 mm, Deep: 4.5-6 

mm) (Masri et al., 2009), trigeminal nucleus caudalis (Posterior: 11 mm, Lateral: 2.6 mm, 

Deep:: 0-1 mm) (Viggiano et al., 2005), and trigeminal ganglion (Posterior: 3.1 mm, 

Lateral: 2.8 mm, Deep: 9-11 mm) (Lichtenstein et al., 1990). Recordings were made with 

platinum tungsten fiber electrode (< 5 µm tip diameter, 2 to 4 MΩ resistance). Once a 

single unit was well isolated, spontaneous activity was recorded for at least three minutes, 
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followed by evoked activity in response to either innocuous or noxious stimuli. 

Peripheral stimulation. Evoked activity was recorded in response to a series of 

mechanical stimuli applied to the vibrissae, face, or hind-paws. We stimulated vibrissae 

with innocuous air puffs delivered through a tube as in our previous studies (Masri et al., 

2008). This method produces highly reproducible stimuli, allowing quantitative analyses 

of stimulus/response relationships. Other regions of the head and face were stimulated 

using a calibrated electronic von Frey anesthesiometer (IITC, Woodland Hills, CA). The 

anesthesiometer was manually applied to the receptive area with increasing force over a 5 

s period. Forces spanned the innocuous and noxious range (0 to 200 g, tip diameter 0.8 

mm). Air-puffs were applied at least 60 times and the anesthesiometer was applied at 

least 10 times to the receptive field of each recorded neuron. 

Unit analysis. Waveforms were digitized (40 kHz) through an OmniPlex data-

acquisition system (Plexon, Dallas, TX) and sorted as units offline with Offline Sorter 

(Plexon, Dallas, TX), using dual thresholds and principal component analyses. We 

generated autocorrelograms with Neuroexplorer software (Madison, AL) to confirm that 

we obtained recordings from single units. Mean spontaneous activity was computed using 

180 s of non-evoked activity in Neuroexplorer. 

For vibrissae stimulation with air-puffs, we exported time stamps of well isolated 

units and stimulus triggers and waveforms to Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) for 

analyses using our library of custom-written algorithms. Spikes before and after a 

stimulus were used construct peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs, 1 ms bins). The 

baseline-firing rate was computed from a 200 ms period before the stimulus, time 0 ms 
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was set at the stimulus, and evoked responses were computed from a 300 ms period after 

the stimulus. Significant air-puff evoked responses were defined as bins in which activity 

is significantly greater (99% confidence interval) than the mean baseline-firing rate.  

Evoked firing rate to the electronic von Frey anesthesiometer was computed for 

each application of mechanical stimulation. Analog signals from the anesthesiometer 

were digitized and the integral of the pressure waveform was computed using algorithms 

custom written in Matlab. To determine neuronal response magnitudes, we divided the 

number of spikes evoked in response to the stimulus by the integral of the stimulus 

waveform.   

Histology 

  
Animals were deeply anesthetized and transcardially perfused with buffered saline 

followed by 4% buffered paraformaldehyde. We obtained coronal brain sections (60 µm 

thick) and Nissl stained them. The sections were examined with a transmission 

microscope to identify recording sites within the PO (marked with lesions). All 

recordings sites were reconstructed and only neurons with confirmed placement within 

the desired thalamic nucleus were included in analysis. 

Statistical analysis 

In all experiments performed, we determined the appropriate sample size by 

performing a power analysis using α = 0.05 and power = 0.85. Unless otherwise noted, 

values given are mean ± SE. We performed statistical analysis in Stata (StataCorp LP, 

College Station, TX). For comparison of two groups, we assessed statistical significance 
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using a one-tailed t-test. For comparison of three or more conditions, statistical 

significance was assessed using a one-way ANOVA. Significant groups were determined 

with a post-hoc analysis using Tukey’s HSD test. A p value < 0.05 was considered to be 

statistically significant. For each group, extreme outliers were identified using the fourth-

spread method (Hoaglin et al., 1986) and removed. 
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Chapter 1: Chronic Pain and Thalamic Abnormalities 
After Repeated Mild-TBI 

 

Introduction 
 
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) is an important public health issue in both military 

and civilian life, as more than 2.5 million individuals in the United States suffer from TBI 

every year (CDC, Center for Disease and Prevention, 2010). TBI can result from a closed 

head injury that is caused by a bump or jolt to the head, or a penetrating injury that results 

when an object pierces the brain tissue. Sequela of TBI include not only debilitating 

cognitive, psychological, and sensorimotor deficits, but also excruciating and relentless 

chronic pain (Bergman et al., 2013). Chronic pain due to a lesion of the central nervous 

system is a condition known as central pain syndrome (CPS). 

Central pain is one of the most clinically intractable outcomes of TBI (TBI-Pain). It 

can involve a restricted part of the body, and manifest, for example, as excruciating 

headaches (Son et al., 2006). However, it often also involves extensive and bilateral body 

regions (Nampiaparampil, 2008). Several studies have reported the prevalence of pain 

may be higher in patients with mild TBI compared to moderate-to-severe TBI (Lahz and 

Bryant, 1996; Uomoto and Esselman, 1993; Hoffman et al., 2011). However, among both 

groups, pain can present in the back, shoulders, neck, limbs, with the incidence of chronic 

headaches being the most frequent (Lahz and Bryant, 1996). Although in about half of 

the patients, TBI induced headaches resolve after six months (Walker et al., 2013). 

However, there is another group of patients in which headaches do not resolve after six 

months or may begin after six months; in this population headaches may persist for more 

than a year (Walker et al., 2013; Hoffman et al., 2011). 
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Lately, has been increased interest in mild TBIs sustained by athletes that 

participate in contact sports (Saigal and Berger, 2014) and soldiers in combat (Sayer, 

2012). These individuals are predisposed to repeated concussion (Harmon et al., 2013; 

Saigal and Berger, 2014). For example, a study of head impacts in high school football 

players determined that the average player sustains 652 impacts in one season (Broglio et 

al., 2011). The severity of their impacts was calculated by measuring linear and rotational 

acceleration of the head. The Broglio study exemplifies the importance of improving our 

understanding of repeated closed head mild TBI.  

The biomechanics of a closed head mild TBI differ significantly from rodent 

models of open skull weight-drop or fluid percussion brain contusion. However, very few 

experimental TBI models study the effect of injury induced by linear and rotational 

acceleration. Therefore, the aim of this study was to reproduce clinical closed TBI in a 

rodent model, in order to understand the pathophysiology of central pain after trauma.  

The pathophysiology of CPS in general, and post-TBI pain in particular, is largely 

unknown. However, the chronicity and wide spreading of pain suggests the involvement 

of central sensitization after TBI. Central sensitization is a process by which CNS 

structures undergo maladaptive plasticity, resulting in abnormal responses to sensory 

inputs. After other central pain disorders, such as spinal cord injury (SCI), central 

sensitization occurs in the thalamus. Specifically, we recently demonstrated that chronic 

pain after SCI is causally related to maladaptive changes in the posterior (PO) and 

mediodorsal thalamus (MD) (Masri et al., 2009; Whitt et al., 2013). In both of these 

thalamic nuclei, chronic pain is related to significantly higher spontaneous and evoked 

neuronal response. Moreover, studies of chronic pain after migraine report similar 
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increases in activity of the PO thalamus in both patients and animal models (Burstein et 

al., 2010). These findings led to our hypothesis that TBI-Pain is associated with abnormal 

increases in spontaneous and evoked activity of PO neurons. 

Methods 

Repeated TBI 

To study the pathophysiology of TBI-Pain, we used the Maryland Model to 

produce closed-head frontal impact TBI, using approaches described in General Methods 

(Fig. 2). Frontal impact in this model results in anterior-posterior movements of the brain 

that generate shearing forces at the base of the brain, compressive distortions along the 

axis of the thalamus/brainstem, and coup/contra-coup injuries involving frontal and 

occipital poles (Kilbourne et al., 2009). Here, we implemented a repeated, mild-to-

moderate frontal impact closed head injury to reproduce injuries that occur in athletes and 

soldiers. The injury was repeated six times over a three-week period (6X-TBI). All rats 

survived the six TBIs. After the last TBI rats were given a three-week recovery period, 

and monitored daily. 
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Figure 2. The Maryland Model: Apparatus for the application of frontal impact 

closed head traumatic brain injury (TBI). A: Schematic depicting the essential 

elements of injury apparatus, illustrating a ball rolling down rails and redirected from a 

vertical to a horizontal trajectory before striking the coupling arm attached to the anterior 

part of the rat’s face. B, C: Photographs of the rails, the collecting chamber, and coupling 

arm of the device. D: Rat’s skull with the malar processes engaged by the brass rods of 

the coupling arm. E, F: Lateral and superior views of the rat prior to the injury. 
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Behavioral assessment of hyperalgesia 

Three different behavioral tests were used to evaluate hyperalgesia after the three-

week recovery period. Briefly, we first quantified changes in sensitivity to noxious 

stimuli applied to the face by using a test of thermal sensitivity, the Orofacial Pain 

Assessment Device (OPAD, Stoelting), as described in the General Methods section 

(Neubert et al., 2005). The OPAD establishes an operant conflict paradigm that creates a 

behavioral outcome where an animal must decide between receiving a reward and 

escaping a noxious stimulus. Unlike traditional reflexive tests, this operant test uses 

behavioral strategies that depend on cortical processing of input from pain pathways and 

does not rely on the experimenter’s bias (Neubert et al., 2005).  

We also quantified facial sensitivity using von Frey filaments, to test mechanical 

sensitivity in the V2 and V3 regions on both sides of the face. The level of mechanical 

sensitivity was quantified as the average withdrawal threshold (g), using the Up-Down 

method described by Dixon (Dixon, 1965) (see General Methods.). A reduced face 

withdrawal threshold denotes increased sensitivity. 

To test whether rats with 6X-TBI developed hyperalgesia to uninjured extremities, 

we tested for responses to mechanical stimuli by applying von Frey filaments to the 

ventral surface of hind-paws. Mechanical sensitivity was quantified as the average paw 

withdrawal threshold (g), using the Up-Down method (see General Methods). A reduced 

paw withdrawal threshold denotes increased sensitivity. 

Extracellular recordings 
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Four weeks after TBI, we anesthetized rats and extracellularly recorded single units 

from the PO thalamus, as described in detail in the General Methods section. In short, we 

recorded activity of single units with receptive fields in the face, head, vibrissae pad, and 

hind-paw. Spontaneous activity was recorded for three minutes, following which sensory-

evoked responses were recorded in response to either innocuous stimulation with air-

puffs or noxious stimulation with von-Frey filaments. 

Results 

Hyperalgesia after repeated TBI 

Thermal Assessment of Orofacial Pain. Figure 3A-C demonstrates sample traces of 

reward consumption at each temperature from a naïve (A), sham-operated (B), and 6X-

TBI rat (C). All rats consumed the most reward at 37˚C (naïve = 11.4 g, sham-operated = 

10.4 g and 6X-TBI = 10.8 g). At 45˚C, the 6X-TBI rat consumed 5.6 g of reward— a 

48% reduction compared to its maximum intake. The sham-operated rat had a reduction 

of 44% (5.8 g) and the naïve rat had a reduction of 20% (9.1 g). At 50˚C, all three groups 

had comparable levels of reward intake (naïve = 1.2 g, sham-operated = 1.8 g and 6X-

TBI = 1.6 g). 

Because the maximum reward consumption varied by animal, for analysis of group 

data reward consumption was normalized to the percent of total reward consumption. 

This was calculated individually for each animal by dividing the reward consumed at 

each temperature by the sum of reward consumed at all three testing temperatures. Figure 

3D compares percent of total reward consumed between naïve (n = 5), sham-operated (n 

= 13) and 6X-TBI rats (n = 15), at each of the testing temperatures. Consistent with the 

data in Figure 3A-C, group comparison shows that all groups consumed their maximum 
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amount of reward at the innocuous temperature of 37˚C (mean: 6X-TBI = 63.2 ± 3.3 % 

total reward consumption, sham-operated = 56.3 ± 2.6 % total reward consumption, naïve 

= 51.9 ± 2.2 % total reward consumption, p = 0.086), with no significant differences. At 

45˚C, there was also no statistically significant difference between naïve (mean = 39.5 ± 

1.9 % total reward consumption), sham-operated (mean = 33.7 ± 2.3 % total reward 

consumption), or 6X-TBI (mean = 26.9 ± 3.4 % total reward consumption, p = 0.055) 

rats. Lastly, at 50˚C all groups had a similar level of low reward consumption (mean: 6X-

TBI = 6.9 ± 1.6 % total reward consumption, sham-operated = 8.9 ± 1.8 % total reward 

consumption, naïve = 8.6 ± 3.3 % total reward consumption, p=0.706). Although there is 

no statistically significant difference, the 6X-TBI group trends towards having the highest 

sensitivity to the noxious temperature of 45˚C and rats with sham-operated surgery also 

display increased sensitivity compared to naïve animals.  

Mechanical assessment of facial pain. Figure 3F compares group data of average 

face withdrawal thresholds of sham-operated (n = 7) and 6X-TBI (n = 9) rats. We found 

no difference in the face withdrawal threshold of rats with 6X-TBI (mean: 54.3 ± 8.7 g) 

compared to sham-operated rats (54.7 ± 7.8 g, p = 0.977).  

Assessment of mechanical sensitivity with facial von Frey has been widely used in 

the field of pain. However, this assessment is usually implemented in experimental 

models with injuries that cause considerably more tissue damage (e.g. chronic 

constriction injury, CFA injection) compared to mild-TBI. Further, we suspect that the 

restraint of the rat was stress inducing and obscured the response to the von Frey 

filaments. Therefore, this test will no longer be used in the following studies.  
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Hind-paw hyperalgesia. Because patients with TBI also complain of back and limb 

pain, and because central sensitization in other conditions of pain (such as SCI and 

migraine) can involve increased perception of pain in regions distal to the injury (Masri et 

al., 2009; Burstein et al., 2010), we tested for hyperalgesia of the hind-paws. To test 

whether rats with 6X-TBI developed hyperalgesia in uninjured extremities of the body, 

we tested for responses to mechanical stimuli by applying von Frey filaments to the 

ventral surface of hind-paws. Figure 3E compares group data of average hind-paw 

withdrawal thresholds of naïve (n = 9), sham-operated (n = 15) and 6X-TBI (n = 16) rats. 

Using an ANOVA, we found that the use of von Frey filaments on the hind-paws 

demonstrated significant mechanical sensitivity in rats with 6X-TBI (mean: 6X-TBI = 

43.6 ± 3.8 g, sham-operated = 65.4 ± 9.7 g, naïve = 89.4 ± 11.4 g, p = 0.002). Tukey’s 

post-hoc HSD test revealed that the only significant difference was between the naïve and 

the 6X-TBI group (p = < 10-3). There was no significant difference in hind-paw 

withdrawal threshold of naïve compared to sham (p = 0.148) or sham compared to 6X-

TBI (p = 0.116). These results demonstrate that the 6X-TBI group has increased 

sensitivity compared to naïve animals, but not sham-operated rats. We observed a trend 

for 6X-TBI rats to have increased sensitivity to noxious thermal stimulation of the face 

when compared to naïve rats. Further, both facial and hind-paw tests show a trend for 

sham-operated rats to have sensitivity in between that of naïve and 6X-TBI groups, 

suggesting that there maybe other variables contributing to pain in our model of 6X-TBI. 
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Figure 3. 6X-TBI rats express hind-paw hyperalgesia three weeks after trauma. A, 

B, C: Representative line graphs from the OPAD quantify reward consumption (g) at 

three testing temperatures (37˚C, 45˚C, and 50˚C) from a naïve rat (A), sham-operated rat 

(B) and 6X-TBI rat (C). D: Bar graph compares the percent of total reward consumed at 

each testing temperature between naïve (n = 5), sham-operated (n = 12) and 6X-TBI (n = 

14) rats. At 45˚C, the 6X-TBI rats trend towards consuming less milk than the sham-

operated and naïve rats (p = 0.055). However, there is no statistically significant 

difference in % of total reward consumption at 37˚C, 45˚C or 50˚C between any of the 

conditions. E: Bar graph compares the average paw withdrawal threshold of 6X-TBI (n = 

15), sham-operated (n = 14) and naïve rats (n = 8). Compared to naïve rats, 6X-TBI rats 

have significantly reduced paw withdrawal threshold (p < 10-3). However, neither group 
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was significantly different compared to the sham-operated condition. F: Bar graph 

compares the average face withdrawal threshold of 6X-TBI (n = 8) and sham-operated (n 

= 6) rats, with no statistical difference between the two groups. 

Mechanism of TBI-Pain 

The PO nucleus of the thalamus is critically involved in nociceptive processing 

(Apkarian and Shi, 1994; Casey, 1966; Poggio and Mountcastle, 1960). We and others 

have recently shown that increased neuronal activity of the PO is correlated with 

nociceptive behaviors following conditions of central pain, such as SCI  (Masri et al., 

2009; Whitt et al., 2013; Wu et al., 2013) and migraine (Burstein et al., 2010). Therefore, 

here, we hypothesized that pain after TBI is associated with increased neuronal activity in 

PO. To test this hypothesis, four weeks after TBI we recorded spontaneous and stimulus-

evoked activity from well-isolated single neurons in the PO thalamus of 6X-TBI, sham-

operated, and naïve rats.  

In the above behavioral tests, 6X-TBI rats showed increased sensitivity of their 

hind-paws and they trended towards increased sensitivity to noxious stimuli applied to 

the face, when compared to naïve rats. Therefore, we tested if these behavioral changes 

were reflected in abnormal neuronal activity of the PO. We recorded spontaneous activity 

for three minutes, and in the same neurons, responses to either innocuous stimuli of the 

vibrissae or noxious von Frey stimulation of the vibrissae-pad or hind-paws (see General 

Methods). Typical of PO neurons in control animals (Trageser and Keller, 2004; Masri et 

al., 2009; Wu et al., 2013), the unit depicted in Figure 4A (naïve) exhibited low 

spontaneous activity (1.75 Hz) and low-magnitude of response to sensory-evoked 

stimulation (0.011 spikes/stimulus). In contrast, spontaneous activity recorded from a 
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sham-operated rat (4.89 Hz) and a 6X-TBI rat (5.32 Hz) was both higher than that 

recorded from a control rat. Sham-operated and 6X-TBI rats also had higher magnitude 

of responses to sensory-evoked stimulation (6X-TBI = 0.036 spikes/stimulus, sham-

operated = 0.029 spikes/stimulus) than control rats. 

These findings were consistent with group data, which demonstrated that mean 

spontaneous neuronal activity is higher in both 6X-TBI (mean = 4.26 ± 0.30 Hz) and 

sham-operated (mean = 4.8 ± 0.53 Hz) groups compared to the naïve group (mean = 3.1 

± 0.26 Hz). Statistical analysis by performing an ANOVA demonstrated significant 

differences among the three conditions (p = 0.035, Fig. 4B). Post-hoc analysis revealed 

that both 6X-TBI (p = 0.037) and sham-operated (p < 10-3) groups have significantly 

higher spontaneous activity compared to naïve rats. However, there is no difference in 

spontaneous activity of PO neurons in 6X-TBI rats compared to sham-operated rats (p = 

0.541).  

 The group data also demonstrate increase in sensory-evoked activity, with neurons 

of 6X-TBI rats having the highest magnitude of response to noxious stimuli applied to the 

face. Neurons of sham-operated rats had intermediate responses, which were in between 

that of 6X-TBI and naïve rats. 6X-TBI (mean = 0.29 ± 0.03 spikes/stimulus) and sham-

operated (mean = 0.24 ± 0.04 spikes/stimulus) rats had approximately three fold higher 

magnitude of response to noxious stimuli applied to the face, compared to naïve rats 

(mean = 0.1 ± 0.01 spikes/stimulus, p < 10-3, Fig. 4C). The Tukey HSD test revealed 

significant differences between naïve versus sham-operated conditions (p = 0.002) and 

naïve versus 6X-TBI conditions (p <10-3). However, there was no difference between 

evoked responses of 6X-TBI and sham-operated rats (p = 0.335).  
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Similar increases were observed in response to noxious stimuli applied to hind-

paws (mean: 6X-TBI = 0.28 ± 0.03 spike/stimulus, sham-operated = 0.19 ± 0.06 

spikes/stimulus, naïve = 0.09 ± 0.01 spikes/stimulus, p = 0.016, Fig. 4D). Post-hoc testing 

revealed that only neurons of naïve versus 6X-TBI conditions had a significant difference 

in response to noxious stimuli applied to the paw (p = 0.018). These evoked responses of 

6X-TBI and naïve rats were not significantly different when compared to neurons of 

sham-operated rats. 

We also tested for changes in neuronal responses to innocuous stimulation, 

however no significant differences were observed between any of the conditions (mean: 

6X-TBI = 0.006 ± 0.001spikes/stimulus, sham-operated = 0.007 ± 0.001 spikes/stimulus, 

naïve = 0.009 ± 0.001 spikes/stimulus, p = 0.361, Fig. 4E).  
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Figure 4. Neuronal activity of the posterior thalamus (PO) is enhanced in 6X-TBI 

and sham-operated rats compared to naïve rats. A: Representative PSTHs (1 ms bins) 

demonstrate spontaneous and sensory-evoked activity (pico-spritzer) of a PO neuron 

from a naïve, sham-operated and 6X-TBI rat. Horizontal lines depict 99% confidence 

interval, bars crossing the line represent firing that is significantly higher than 

spontaneous activity. PSTHs show that the spontaneous activity is almost two fold higher 
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in both the 6X-TBI and sham-operated rats compared to naïve. B: Bar graph of group 

data show that mean spontaneous firing rate of 6X-TBI (n = 80 cells), sham-operated (n = 

56) and naïve (n = 92) groups. Spontaneous activity was significantly increased in 6X-

TBI group compared to the naïve group (p = 0.037) and in the sham-operated group 

compared to the naïve group (p = 0.004). C: Bar graph of group data show sensory-

evoked responses to noxious stimuli applied to the face are significantly higher in both 

the 6X-TBI (p < 10-3) and sham-operated groups (p = 0.002) compared to naïve rats. D: 

Group data of sensory-evoked responses by applying noxious stimuli to the paw are only 

significantly increased in comparison between 6X-TBI and naïve groups (p = 0.018). E: 

Group data of sensory-evoked responses to innocuous stimuli applied to the vibrissae are 

not significantly different between any of the conditions.  

In sum, recordings of spontaneous and evoked activity of PO neurons demonstrate 

that neuronal activity was significantly different between the 6X-TBI and sham-operated 

rats when compared to naïve rats. However, activity of sham-operated rats was between 

that of 6X-TBI and naïve groups, with no statistical significance between these groups. 

Additionally, we observed a parallel between the behavioral and 

electrophysiological data. When compared to sham-operated and naïve rats, the 6X-TBI 

rats displayed the most sensitivity of the hind-paws in the behavioral tests. Similarly, 

sensory-evoked neuronal response to noxious stimuli applied to the hind-paws was also 

of the highest magnitude in the 6X-TBI group. Neuronal activity in response to noxious 

stimuli applied to the face was significantly increased in the 6X-TBI group compared to 

naïve rats. This parallels the trend we observe in facial hyperalgesia, in which the 6X-TBI 

rats showed a trend to have the highest sensitivity. 

 By contrast, behavioral and neuronal responses of sham-operated rats were 

consistently in between those of naïve and 6X-TBI rats. These results suggest that though 
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6X-TBI rats demonstrate signs of hyperalgesia and sensitization of PO neurons, the 

sensitization may not be exclusively due to brain trauma because, to some degree, the 

sham-operated rats (i.e. no TBI) in this study also demonstrate signs of increased 

sensitivity and abnormal neuronal activity in PO.  

Redesigning of the repeated TBI model 

The presence of hyperalgesia in the sham-operated rats of this study is consistent 

with reports that repeated surgeries can result in persistent pain (Cabanero et al., 2009; 

Werner and Bischoff, 2014). We reasoned that we could disambiguate the effects of 

repeated surgeries from those of repeated TBIs by reducing the number of surgical 

procedures. Therefore, we produced four mild TBIs in a single surgical session, lasting 

one hour (4X-TBI). This also modified our sham-operated group, which now only 

receives a single surgery. 

Assessment of hyperalgesia after 4X-TBI 

Facial hyperalgesia. We quantified facial and hind-paw hyperalgesia three-weeks 

after TBI, using the methods previously described in the 6X-TBI model. Facial sensitivity 

was determined by OPAD. Group data in Figure 5A shows no significant difference in 

the mean reward consumption at 37˚C (mean: 4X-TBI = 60.2 ± 1.2 % total reward 

consumption, sham-operated = 50.6 ± 6.6 % total reward consumption, naïve = 48.4 ± 6.7 

% total reward consumption, p = 0.288), 45˚C (mean: 4X-TBI = 30.2 ± 9.7 % total 

reward consumption, sham-operated = 34.0 ± 3.3 % total reward consumption, naïve = 

37.0 ± 8.3 % total reward consumption, p = 0.826), or 50˚C (mean: 4X-TBI = 9.6 ± 3.1 % 
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total reward consumption, sham-operated = 15.4 ± 4.1 % total reward consumption, naïve 

= 14.6 ± 5.7 % total reward consumption, p = 0.574). 

Hind-paw hyperalgesia. A similar absence of change was observed in sensitivity of 

hind-paw hyperalgesia. We found no significant difference between withdrawal 

thresholds of 4X-TBI rats (mean = 55.6 ± 13.1 g) compared to that of sham (mean = 63.5 

± 8.7 g) and naïve rats (mean = 92.2 ± 19.8 g, p = 0.234, Fig. 5B). These results, 

combined with the OPAD results, demonstrated that 4X-TBI does not result in 

hyperalgesia of the face or hind-paws. Interestingly, in the 4X-TBI model, we did not 

observe a gradient that demonstrates the highest sensitivity in 4X-TBI rats and lowest 

sensitivity in naïve rats, which we previously observed in the 6X-TBI experiments.  
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Figure 5. 4X-TBI rats do not have hyperalgesia after trauma. A: Bar graph compares 

the % of total reward consumed at each testing temperature. There is no statistically 

significant difference in % of total reward consumption at 37˚C, 45˚C or 50˚C between 

naïve (n = 3), sham-operated (n = 5) and 4X-TBI (n = 5) rats. B: Bar graph compares the 

average paw withdrawal threshold of 4X-TBI (n = 7), sham-operated (n = 7) and naïve (n 

= 5) rats, with no statistical difference between the groups. 

Mechanism of 4X-TBI-Pain 

To determine if PO neuronal activity after 4X-TBI resembled that of central pain 

conditions, we recorded spontaneous and evoked activity at least four weeks after TBI. 

However, we observed no significant difference in spontaneous activity of rats with 4X-

TBI (mean = 2.56 ± 0.34 Hz) compared to sham-operated (mean = 3.48 ± 0.47 Hz) and 

naïve rats (mean = 3.37 ± 0.42 Hz, p = 0.518, Fig. 6A). Further, evoked responses to 

noxious stimuli applied to the face resulted in responses unlike those observed 

previously. Here the 4X-TBI (mean = 0.14 ± 0.03 spikes/stimulus) and sham-operated 

groups (mean = 0.10 ± 0.01 spikes/stimulus) had a reduced response compared to the 

naïve group (mean = 0.21 ± 0.03 spikes/stimulus, p = 0.001, Fig. 6B). There were no 

significant differences in innocuous-evoked stimuli applied to the vibrissae pad (mean: 

4X-TBI = 0.007 ± 0.002 spikes/stimulus, sham = 0.006 ± 0.002 spikes/stimulus, naïve = 

0.004 ± 0.01 spikes/stimulus, p = 0.759, Fig. 6C).  
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These results demonstrate that performing four TBIs in one hour and the reduction 

of surgeries in the 4X-TBI model did not result in the characteristically abnormal 

neuronal activity of PO that has been observed in other models of central pain (Masri et 

al., 2009; Masri and Keller, 2012). The electrophysiology data confirms behavioral 

observations; in which increased sensitivity was not detected. 

 

Figure 6. No significant change in neuronal activity of PO in 4X-TBI rats. A: Bar 

graph of group data shows that there was no change in mean spontaneous firing rate 

between the 4X-TBI (n = 49 cells), sham-operated (n = 43 cells) or naïve (n = 32 cells) 

conditions. B: Bar graph of group data show sensory-evoked responses to noxious stimuli 

applied to the face are significantly reduced in the sham-operated group compared to 

naïve (p = 0.001) and 4X-TBI rats (p = 0.027). C: Group data of sensory-evoked 

responses to innocuous stimuli applied to the vibrissae are not significantly different 

between any of the conditions.  
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Discussion 
 
Results from the 6X-TBI study demonstrate a significant increase in spontaneous 

and noxious evoked neuronal activity in 6X-TBI rats compared to naïve rats. When 

compared to control rats, 6X-TBI rats also display hyperalgesia of the hind-paw and trend 

towards increased sensitivity of the face. However, we find no statistical difference 

between the sham-operated and 6X-TBI rats. These results are further confirmed by 

electrophysiological data, which show that PO neuronal activity of 6X-TBI rats is 

significantly higher than that of naïve rats, but not compared to sham-operated rats. 

Unlike behavioral results, electrophysiology data also revealed a significant difference 

between neuronal activity of sham-operated and naïve rats. 

These results suggest that the procedure required to create the control group (sham-

operation) may also be associated with the development of chronic pain. The sham-

operated group receives two manipulations that make it different than naïve rats. First, 

during a three-week period we perform six surgeries of the skin over the malar processes. 

Second, it is required that animals be anesthetized prior to any surgical procedures, 

therefore rats are anesthetized six times—once prior to each surgery. Both additional 

surgery and anesthesia can confound experimental results through their excitatory 

(Woolf, 2011; Reddi and Curran, 2014) and inhibitory (Kawaguchi et al., 2005) actions, 

respectively. 

Post-surgical pain is indeed a clinical condition that results in painful sensations 

similar to those of other chronic pain conditions (Bowsher, 1996; Burstein et al., 2011), 

including the presence of pain months-to-years after surgery and secondary hyperalgesia 

(Dubner and Ruda, 1992; Dubner and Ruda, 1992; Burke and Shorten, 2009; Curran and 
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Brandner, 2005; Katz and Seltzer, 2009). Chronic pain after surgery has also been 

demonstrated in animal models (Brennan, 2004; Cabanero et al., 2009; Flatters, 2008; 

Pogatzki et al., 2002b). For example, a post-surgical model of gastrocnemius incision 

demonstrates hyperalgesia that lasts up to eight days (Pogatzki et al., 2002b). In addition, 

surgical procedures such as craniotomies have been shown to up regulate pro-

inflammatory mediators (calcitonin gene-related peptide and ionized calcium binding 

adapter molecule) (Elliott et al., 2012) and produce post-craniotomy chronic pain 

(Flexman et al., 2010). We tested for behavioral hyperalgesia after three weeks, and 

although we did not find statistically significant sensitivity in sham-operated rats 

compared to naïve rats, we observed that the sham-operated group constantly tended 

towards higher sensitivity in comparison to the naïve group. In addition, the spontaneous 

and evoked responses of PO neurons in sham-operated rats were significantly 

increased—comparable to levels previously observed in chronic pain models (Masri et 

al., 2009; Wu et al., 2013). We reasoned that these abnormalities in sham-operated rats 

maybe due to the repeated surgical procedures, as it has been previously shown that two 

surgical incisions can result in pain that lasts longer than a single incision (Cabanero et 

al., 2009). 

To reduce the effect of surgery-induced pain, we developed the 4X-TBI model, in 

which rats are subjected to four TBIs within one hour to reduce the number of surgeries 

required. Using this experimental protocol we demonstrated that 4X-TBI rats did not 

have significantly increase in hypersensitivity compared to the sham-operated rats. In 

fact, all three conditions (4X-TBI, sham-operated, and naïve) resulted in similar 

sensitivity of both the face and hind-paws. This contrasts a recent study of nociception 
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after mild closed head TBI, in which Benromano et al. (2014) (Benromano et al., 2014) 

found that formalin injection into the cranium increased nociceptive behaviors in rats 

with TBI compared to sham rats. However, they did not observe statistical difference in 

behaviors of TBI and sham rats after formalin injection in the hind-paw. Several critical 

differences are present between the Benromano et al. study and ours. First, our model 

studies neuropathic pain compared to inflammatory pain in the Benromano study. They 

quantify hypernociception by inducing pain with a chemical injection of formalin and 

quantifying the level of discomfort via metrics such as grooming. In contrast, we use an 

operant test in which the rat decides how much nociception it is willing to tolerate. 

Another critical difference is that because we are interested in the pathophysiology of 

chronic pain, we only test for hypersensitivity three weeks after injury, compared to 48 h 

in the Benromano study.  

We also considered that the absence of behavioral hyperalgesia and abnormal 

neuronal activity in the PO maybe be due to the use of anesthesia during the 4X-TBI 

procedure. Recent studies have demonstrated that anesthetics play an important role in 

reducing inflammation, apoptosis, and secondary injury— all which are crucial for the 

development of chronic pain (Kawaguchi et al., 2005; Woolf and Salter, 2000). For 

example, ketamine, an NMDA receptor antagonist, is believed to provide neuroprotection 

by reducing glutamate excitotoxicity and inflammation (Jin et al., 2013). Preclinical 

studies of patients with TBI have shown a reduction in lesions size when ketamine is 

used as a therapeutic agent (Chang et al., 2013). Further, another study exploring the 

therapeutic effects of ketamine demonstrated a reduction in cortical spreading 

depolarization (Hertle et al., 2012), which is thought, in migraine literature, to preecede 
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migraine headaches (Eikermann-Haerter and Ayata, 2010). Therefore, the use of 

anesthetics may be dampening the effect of TBI in our study by ketamine-induced 

inhibition of excitatory activity. 

Although we did not find significant relationships between TBI and pain, the 

experiments in these studies resulted in important findings that can help us create an 

animal model specifically designed to study the pathophysiology of pain. In future 

studies, we plan to implement these findings to create a model of TBI-Pain that precludes 

anesthesia-induced dampening effects of excitatory activity and avoids the use of 

unnecessary surgical procedures. 
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Chapter 2: Thalamic Abnormalities and Persistent Pain 
after Repeated Surgeries 

 

Introduction 
 
Our findings from Chapter I encouraged us to further explore the mechanism of 

pain after surgical incision. Indeed persistent pain is one of the most serious 

complications of surgery. It presents in 10 to 50% of patients after common operations, 

such as hernia repair, thoracotomy, coronary bypass surgery, breast surgery, amputation, 

and caesarean section (Werner and Bischoff, 2014; Bouman et al., 2014; Lavand’homme, 

2006; Schug, 2012). Persistent post-surgical pain (PPSP) is not limited to major 

surgeries, as PPSP may arise after surgeries that involve even minor incisions (Van de 

Ven and John Hsia, 2012; Perkins et al., 2000; Williams et al., 2009). 

Recent studies show that a proportion of patients are pain-free or have mild pain in 

the acute post-operative period, with onset of pain or altered sensations developing weeks 

or months after the surgery (Bruce and Quinlan, 2011; Poobalan et al., 2003; Smith et al., 

1999). Though the mechanisms of this post-surgical pain are unknown, it has been 

hypothesized to be a result of a combination of factors, including nerve injury, 

inflammation, and central sensitization (Neil and Macrae, 2009).   

Because the sensation of pain from the head and face region is processed through 

the trigeminothalamic pathway, maladaptive plasticity can occur at peripheral nociceptors 

of the trigeminal ganglion, or at central neurons in the spinal trigeminal nucleus caudalis 

(SpVc), the thalamus, and/or the somatosensory cortex (Burstein et al., 2011; Erzurumlu 

et al., 2010). Previous work in experimental models reported sensitization of primary 
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afferents (Pogatzki et al., 2002a) and spinal neurons (Xu and Brennan, 2009) that lasts for 

one week after plantar incision. However, the delayed expression and the expansion of 

the area of pain after surgery strongly suggest the involvement of supraspinal structures. 

Specifically sensitization of the posterior thalamus (PO), which we predicted in Chapter 1 

to produce abnormally increased spontaneous and evoked activity following traumatic 

insult. In this study, we investigate if persistent pain after surgery is due to abnormalities 

in PO thalamus. 

Methods 
 

Repeated surgery 

To test if surgical tissue damage results in PPSP, we experimentally produced 

repeated surgical incisions of the skin over the malar processes, targeting a highly 

innervated region of the face. In human patients, the likelihood of developing PPSP 

increases with repeated surgeries (Rewhorn et al., 2014; Steyaert and De Kock, 2012). 

We therefore repeated the incision six times at three-day intervals, as described in 

General Methods. The surgical procedure does not result in any mortality, with a 100% 

survival rate. Following the last incision, rats were given a three-week recovery period. 

Behavioral assessment of hyperalgesia 

To determine if our experimental model resulted in persistent pain similar to the 

widespread, long-term sensory abnormalities reported in clinical studies (Schmelzle-

Lubiecki et al., 2007; Navratilova et al., 2013; Campbell et al., 2006), we measured 

behavioral hyperalgesia local to and distant from the site of injury.  
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Two different behavioral tests were used to evaluate hyperalgesia after the three-

week recovery period. Briefly, we quantified changes in sensitivity to noxious stimuli 

applied to the face by using a test of thermal sensitivity, the Orofacial Pain Assessment 

Device (OPAD, Stoelting), using approaches provided in the General Methods section 

(Neubert et al., 2005). The OPAD establishes an operant conflict paradigm that creates a 

behavioral outcome where an animal must decide between receiving a reward and 

escaping an aversive stimulus. Unlike traditional reflexive tests, this operant test uses 

behavioral strategies that depend on cortical processing of input from pain pathways and 

does not rely on the experimenter’s bias (Neubert et al., 2005).  

To test whether rats with repeated surgeries developed hyperalgesia to uninjured 

extremities of the body, we tested for responses to mechanical stimuli by applying von 

Frey filaments to the ventral surface of hind-paws. Mechanical sensitivity was quantified 

as the average paw withdrawal threshold (g), using the Up-Down method (see General 

Methods). A reduced paw withdrawal threshold denotes increased sensitivity. 

Extracellular recordings 

Four weeks after the last surgery, we anesthetized rats and extracellularly recorded 

single units from the PO thalamus, as previously described in General Methods. In short, 

we recorded activity of single units with receptive fields in the face, head, whiskers, 

and/or hind-paw. Spontaneous activity of each unit was recorded for three minutes, 

following which sensory-evoked responses were recorded in response to either innocuous 

stimulation with air-puffs or noxious stimulation with von-Frey filaments. 
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Results 

Animal model of PPSP 

Facial hyperalgesia. Hyperalgesia at the site of injury was quantified using a test of 

thermal sensitivity, the Orofacial Pain Assessment Device (OPAD, Stoelting) (Neubert et 

al., 2005) (see General Methods). Figure 7A,B show example traces of reward 

consumption at each temperature tested, from a sham and a repeated surgery rat. As 

expected, both the repeated surgery (B) and sham (A) rats consumed the most reward at 

the innocuous temperature of 37˚C (10 g and 7.5 g, respectively). However, the repeated 

surgery rat consumed less reward at the noxious temperature of 45˚C: it consumed 1.5 g 

of reward—85% reduction compared to maximum intake at 37˚C —whereas the sham rat 

consumed 5.2g, or 31% of its maximum. Similarly, at 50˚C the repeated surgery rat had a 

98% (0.2g) and sham rat an 84% (1.2g) reduction compared to maximum intake.   

For analysis of group data, reward consumption was normalized to the percent of 

total reward consumed (see General Methods). Figure 7C shows group data for sham rats 

(n = 11) and repeated surgery rats (n = 8), at each of the testing temperatures. Both sham 

and repeated surgery rats consumed the maximum amount of reward at the innocuous 

temperature of 37˚C (mean = 56.6 ± 2.5 % total reward consumption and 67.0 ± 3.6 % 

total reward consumption, respectively, p=0.016), accounting for more than half of total 

reward consumption. Repeated surgery animals, in contrast to the sham animals, had 

significantly reduced reward consumption at 45˚C (mean = 24.8 ± 2.1 % total reward 

consumption vs. 34.7 ± 1.9 % total reward consumption in shams, p = 0.001). At 50˚C 

both groups had similar levels of low reward consumption (mean = 9.2 ± 2.3 % total 

reward consumption vs. 8.7 ± 2.2 % total reward consumption in shams, p = 0.434). 
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Consistent with our predictions, these findings suggest that repeated surgery animals 

display hyperalgesia of the face, at least three weeks after surgery.  

Hind-paw hyperalgesia: To test if rats with repeated surgery developed 

hyperalgesia to uninjured extremities of the body, we tested for responses to mechanical 

stimuli by applying von Frey filaments to the ventral surface of hind-paws. Figure 7D 

compares group data of average hind-paw withdrawal thresholds of repeated surgery rats 

(n = 13) with sham rats (n = 11). There were no significant differences in mechanical 

sensitivity in rats with repeated surgery (mean = 64.8 ± 12.6 g vs. 73.8 ± 9.4 g in shams, 

p = 0.286). These results, combined with OPAD results, suggest that rats with repeated 

surgeries of the skin over the malar processes develop hyperalgesia in proximity to the 

site of injury, but that they do not develop hyperalgesia of their extremities.  

 

Figure 7. Repeated surgery rats express facial hyperalgesia three weeks after 

surgery. A, B: Representative line graphs from the OPAD quantify reward consumption 

(g) at three testing temperatures (37˚C, 45˚C, and 50˚C) from a sham rat (A) and repeated 

surgery rat (B). C: Bar graph compares the percent of total reward consumed at each 
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testing temperature. The repeated surgery group (n = 8) had a significant reduction of 

reward consumption at 45˚C, compared to the sham group (n = 11; p = 0.001). However, 

repeated surgery rats did not have significantly reduced reward consumption at either 

37˚C or 50˚C compared to sham rats. D: Bar graph compares the average paw withdrawal 

threshold of repeated surgery rats and sham rats. Compared to the sham rats (n = 11), 

repeated surgery rats (n = 13) did not have significantly different paw withdrawal 

thresholds.  

Mechanism of persistent post-surgical pain 

Using the OPAD we demonstrated that repeated surgery animals experienced facial 

hyperalgesia that presented at least three weeks after the last surgery. We then used this 

model of PPSP to study the underlying neurobiological mechanisms responsible for the 

observed hyperalgesia. We focused on identifying those structures in the 

trigeminothalamic pathway that might exhibit maladaptive plasticity. We obtained single-

unit extracellular recordings from urethane anesthetized animals, and compared both 

spontaneous firing rates and evoked responses of neurons in the trigeminal ganglion, 

spinal trigeminal nucleus caudalis (SpVc), and posterior thalamus (PO) of PPSP and 

sham rats. 

The repeated surgery group—PPSP rats—underwent repeated incisions over the 

malar process, a region that receives sensory innervation from the trigeminal nerve, 

whose somata are in the maxillary part of the trigeminal ganglion (Green, 1955). Under 

normal conditions, trigeminal ganglion neurons have low or no spontaneous firing 

(Okubo et al., 2013). Following peripheral injury, an increase in responsiveness of 

afferents in the trigeminal ganglion can contribute to pain at the site of tissue damage 
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(Treede et al., 1992; Rappaport and Devor, 1994). We, therefore, tested the prediction 

that PPSP is associated with abnormal neuronal activity in the trigeminal ganglion. 

We recorded from neurons with receptive fields in the trigeminal maxillary 

dermatome. For each neuron, spontaneous activity was recorded for three minutes, 

followed by recording evoked activity in response to stimuli applied to the face or 

vibrissae (see General Methods). Consistent with previous studies, trigeminal ganglion 

neurons of sham animals had little to no spontaneous activity (mean = 0.01 ± 0.01 Hz, 

Fig. 8C) (Jones et al., 2004b; Jones et al., 2004a). Trigeminal ganglion neurons of rats 

with PPSP displayed a similar mean spontaneous firing rate of 0.02 ± 0.01 Hz (p = 0.150, 

Fig. 8C). Both groups also displayed comparable vibrissae-evoked responses (mean = 

2.06 ± 0.38 spikes/stimulus vs. 1.98 ± 0.37 spikes/stimulus in sham, p = 0.457, Fig. 8D). 

Example peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs, 1 ms bins) of single neurons in the 

trigeminal ganglion of both groups demonstrate a similar firing pattern (Fig. 8A,B). Our 

findings suggest that sensitization of peripheral neurons is not likely the cause of 

sensitivity observed in our behavioral results.  
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Figure 8. Neuronal activity of the trigeminal ganglion is not enhanced in rats with 

PPSP. A, B: Representative peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs, 1 ms bins) 

demonstrate spontaneous and sensory-evoked activity in a trigeminal ganglion neuron 

recorded from a sham rat (A) are similar to that of a PPSP rat (B). Horizontal lines depict 

99% confidence interval, bars crossing the line represent firing significantly higher than 

spontaneous activity. C,D: Bar graphs show mean spontaneous firing rate and sensory-

evoked firing were not significantly different in PPSP rats (n = 20 cells) compared to 

sham rats (n = 23). 

Absent significant changes in the activity of trigeminal ganglion neurons, we asked 

whether a major downstream target of trigeminal pain afferents—the spinal trigeminal 

nucleus caudalis (SpVc)—displays abnormal neuronal activity after PPSP. We 

characterized each recorded neuron according to its responses to a range of stimuli. Wide 

dynamic range (WDR) neurons were identified by their responses to both low-threshold 

and noxious mechanical stimuli and their enhanced responses to increases in stimulus 
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intensity (Okubo et al., 2013). Neurons responding exclusively to innocuous stimuli were 

classified as low-threshold neurons. Using these criteria, we selected only WDR neurons 

for data analysis. 

We recorded spontaneous and stimulus-evoked responses from WDR neurons that 

had receptive fields in the trigeminal maxillary dermatome. These WDR neurons 

responded to both innocuous (pico-spritzer) and noxious (electronic anesthesiometer) 

stimuli applied to the face (see General Methods). Consistent with previous findings, 

mean spontaneous activity in neurons of sham rats was close to 0 Hz (mean = 0.13 ± 0.05 

Hz, n = 9, Fig. 9E) (Okubo et al., 2013; Urch et al., 2003). Spontaneous activity did not 

significantly increase in rats with PPSP (mean = 0.24  ± 0.09 Hz, n = 42, p = 0.119). 

Recordings from representative WDR neurons of the SpVc are shown in Figure 9A,B. 

Note that neurons of both sham and PPSP rats have no spontaneous activity and have 

similar magnitude of responses to innocuous stimuli, with a rate of 0.9 spikes/stimulus 

for the PPSP neuron and 1.1 spikes/stimulus for the control neuron. The magnitudes of 

responses to mechanical forces applied to the face by an electronic anesthesiometer were 

also similar, with 0.25 spikes/stimulus in the PPSP neuron (Fig. 3D) compared to 0.19 

spikes/stimulus in the sham neuron (Fig. 9C). These findings were confirmed in group 

analysis, where the mean evoked activity of WDR neurons had a similar magnitude of 

0.31 ± 0.08 spikes/stimulus for the PPSP group, compared to 0.35 ± 0.13 spikes/stimulus 

in the sham group (p = 0.500, Fig. 9F). These results demonstrate that after four weeks of 

surgery, WDR neurons in the SpVc of PPSP rats have activity levels comparable to those 

of sham controls. Therefore, the SpVc is not likely responsible for the facial hyperalgesia 

in PPSP rats. 
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Figure 9. Neuronal activity of WDR neurons in the trigeminal nucleus (SpVc) is not 

enhanced in rats with PPSP. A, B: Representative PSTHs (1 ms bins) demonstrate 

spontaneous and sensory-evoked activity (pico-spritzer) activity in a WDR neuron from 

the SpVc recorded from a sham rat (A) are similar to that of a PPSP rat (B). Horizontal 

lines depict 99% confidence interval, bars crossing the line represent firing significantly 

higher than spontaneous activity. C,D: Representative examples of response recorded 

from a WDR neuron of a sham rat (C) and surgery rat (D) demonstrate similar activity. 
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graphs show mean spontaneous firing rate (E) and sensory-evoked firing (F) were not 

significantly different in PPSP rats  (n = 42 cells) compared to sham rats (n = 9). 

Third order neurons in the thalamus are the last junction in the trigeminothalamic 

pathway that project to the cerebral cortex. Sensitization of PO can result in increased 

pain responses of the affected site and outside of the original site of injury (Masri et al., 

2009; Wu et al., 2013). Therefore, we next examined whether thalamic sensitization is 

responsible for the maintenance of central pain after surgery, by recording from PO 

neurons responsive to stimulation of the vibrissae, whisker-pad, or hind-paw.  

Consistent with our previous report of PO neurons in conditions of central pain, we 

found that the mean spontaneous firing rate of neurons from PPSP rats was significantly 

higher than that of sham rats (mean = 2.54 ± 0.52 Hz vs. 1.21 ± 0.16 Hz in shams, p = 

0.016, Fig. 10E) (Masri et al., 2009). Examples of single PO neurons in Figure 10 show 

that the spontaneous firing rate of a neuron from a PPSP rat (4.0 Hz, Fig. 10B) is almost 

2 fold higher than that of a sham rat (2.2 Hz, Fig. 10A).  

Neurons in PO responded to at least one of three stimuli: innocuous stimuli to the 

vibrissae, noxious von Frey stimuli to the whisker-pad, or noxious von Frey to the hind-

paw (see General Methods). Responses to innocuous mechanical stimuli evoked 

responses similar to those in the example PSTHs in Figure 10, showing that the 

magnitude of the vibrissae-evoked responses was 0.07 spikes/stimulus in the sample 

PPSP neuron (Fig. 10B) compared to 0.06 spikes/stimulus in the sample control neuron 

(Fig. 10A). Group analysis confirmed that there were no significant differences in 

vibrissae-evoked (innocuous) responses between the two conditions (mean = 0.04 ± 0.02 

spikes/stimulus vs. 0.03 ± 0.01 spikes/stimulus in shams, p = 0.431, Fig. 10F). We next 
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compared responses to noxious stimuli applied to the face or hind-paw. Example 

responses to mechanical forces applied to the face by an electronic anesthesiometer show 

that the magnitude of response was approximately three fold higher in the PO neuron of 

the PPSP rat (0.17 spikes/stimulus, Fig. 10D) compared to the sham neuron (0.06 

spikes/stimulus, Fig. 10E). These changes are supported by group comparison that 

revealed a significant difference in magnitude of response to noxious stimuli applied to 

the face (mean = 0.09 ± 0.02 spikes/stimulus vs. 0.05 ± 0.01 spikes/stimulus in shams, 

Fig. 4G, p = 0.043). However, we did not find significantly different magnitudes of 

responses to noxious stimuli applied to the hind-paw (0.04 ± 0.01 spikes/stimulus vs. 

0.03 ± 0.01spikes/stimulus in shams, p = 0.101, Fig. 10H).  

The high level of spontaneous and noxious stimulus-evoked activity in PO neurons 

of PPSP rats parallels the behavioral hyperalgesia in our experimental model. Similar to 

our behavioral hyperalgesia results, which showed that repeated surgery rats were 

sensitive to noxious stimuli applied to the face, PO neurons in this study had an increase 

in the magnitude of activity only in response to noxious stimuli applied to the face. These 

results suggest that repeated surgeries result in an increased firing rate of neurons in the 

PO, revealing that central sensitization occurs at the level of PO thalamus.  
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Figure 10. Neuronal activity of the posterior thalamus (PO) is enhanced in rats with 

PPSP. A, B: Representative PSTHs (1 ms bins) demonstrate spontaneous and sensory-

evoked activity (pico-spritzer) of a PO neuron from a sham rat (A) and a PPSP rat (B). 

Horizontal lines depict 99% confidence interval, bars crossing the line represent firing 

significantly higher than spontaneous activity. PSTHs show that the spontaneous activity 

is almost two fold higher in the PPSP rat compared to the sham rat, with similar 

innocuous sensory-evoked response in both conditions. C,D: Representative example of 

responses recorded from a WDR neuron of a sham rat (C) and surgery rat (D) 

demonstrate increased magnitude of response in surgery rats. Time stamps of action 

potentials (second trace) in response to increasing mechanical force (bottom trace) 

applied to the face, using an electronic anesthesiometer. E: Bar graph of group data show 

that mean spontaneous firing rate was significantly (p = 0.016) higher in PPSP rats (n = 

11 cells) compared to sham rats (n = 20). F: Bar graph of group data show sensory-

evoked responses to innocuous stimuli applied to the face are not significantly different 

between PPSP and sham conditions. G: However, group data of sensory-evoked 

responses by applying noxious stimuli to the face are significantly (p = 0.043) higher 

neurons of PPSP rats. H: Group data of sensory-evoked responses to noxious stimuli 

applied to the paws are not significantly different between PPSP and sham conditions.  

Discussion 
 
Several chronic pain disorders (e.g., SCI, migraine) have been linked to abnormal 

sensitization of thalamic neurons. Because patients with persistent post-surgical pain 

(PPSP) report symptoms that are comparable to those observed in other chronic pain 

conditions (Bowsher, 1996; Burstein et al., 2011), including the presence of pain months-

to-years after injury and secondary hyperalgesia (Dubner and Ruda, 1992; Burke and 

Shorten, 2009; Curran and Brandner, 2005; Katz and Seltzer, 2009), we tested the 

hypothesis that PPSP results from maladaptive plasticity of the PO thalamus. Consistent 

with this hypothesis, our findings demonstrate that rats with repeated surgeries of the skin 
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over the malar prominence develop PPSP of the face, and that PPSP in rats correlates 

with abnormally increased spontaneous and evoked neuronal activity of the PO nucleus 

of the thalamus.  

Although there is evidence of persistent pain and secondary hyperalgesia in other 

models of post-surgical pain (Brennan, 2004; Cabanero et al., 2009; Flatters, 2008; 

Pogatzki et al., 2002b), there have been few studies that explore the pathophysiology of 

PPSP –   with the majority of these studies focusing on the role of anesthetics in the 

prevention of postsurgical pain (Zhang et al., 2014; Whiteside et al., 2004). Even fewer 

studies have focused on changes in neuronal activity after PPSP, providing evidence of 

sensitization of primary afferent fibers (Banik and Brennan, 2004; Pogatzki et al., 2002c) 

and dorsal horn neurons (Xu and Brennan, 2009) one day after surgery. In contrast, here 

we sought to explore the central mechanisms of PPSP at least one month following 

surgical incision.  

Repeated surgeries of the face result in hyperalgesia near the site of injury 

In humans, PPSP is characterized by both amplified responses to peripheral stimuli 

and ongoing spontaneous pain around the surgical area (Schug, 2012; Werner and 

Bischoff, 2014; Mauck et al., 2014; Miaskowski et al., 2014). Similarly, rats in this study 

displayed hyperalgesia in proximity to the site of surgery on the face. Compared to most 

incisional models of post-surgical pain, which demonstrate that hyperalgesia lasts for a 

week after the incision (Whiteside et al., 2004; Zhu et al., 2014; Brennan et al., 1996; 

Pogatzki and Srinivasa, 2003), we found that rats with repeated surgery present 

hyperalgesia three weeks post-surgery. The increased duration of hypersensitivity in our 

model is likely due to the repeated surgeries. Our findings are consistent with previous 
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findings by Cabanero et al. (2009), demonstrating that a twice-repeated plantar incision 

resulted in hyperalgesia that lasted longer than that with a single incision.  

We also tested for hyperalgesia of the hind-paws, because a minority of patients 

report hyperalgesia in dermatomes distal to the site of surgery (Miaskowski et al., 2014). 

We found that rats with repeated surgeries did not develop hind-paw hyperalgesia. These 

findings differ from other experimental models of incisional post-surgical pain. For 

example, Pogatzki et al. (2002b) demonstrated, in a rat model of gastrocnemius incision, 

secondary hyperalgesia that extended to the hind-paw. They assessed hind-paw 

hyperalgesia with punctate, blunt and heat stimuli, and found reduced withdrawal 

thresholds only in response to punctate stimuli. They also reported that significant levels 

of hyperalgesia lasted for approximately eight days, with withdrawal thresholds reaching 

baseline after 14 days. In the current study, our main interest was to understand the 

central mechanisms of long lasting pain. Accordingly, we only assessed for hind-paw 

sensitivity after three weeks. Therefore, there is a possibility that hind-paw hyperalgesia 

occurred during earlier time points in the repeated surgery model. Additionally, in 

contrast to our model, the incision in the Pogatzki study is located in the hind-limb, closer 

in proximity to the hind-paw, compared to the surgical incisions located on the face. 

It is also important to note that hypersensitivity of the face persisted despite the use 

of local and general anesthesia, before and during each surgical incision. Preemptive 

analgesia has been explored as a mechanism to block noxious inputs to reduce persistent 

post-surgical pain, however, the results have been disappointing (Artus et al., 2014; 

Corris et al., 2013; Cho et al., 2013). It has been reported that the use of various 

anesthetics (bupivacain, NMDA antagonists, and other excitatory amino acid antagonists) 
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following plantar incisions do not reduce pain related behaviors beyond their expected 

temporary relief (Pogatzki et al., 2003; Brennan et al., 1997). These findings suggest that 

there may be a central mechanism involved in PPSP that is not permanently relieved with 

the use of anesthetics or analgesics. 

Enhanced spontaneous and evoked activity in the PO thalamus 

Due to the presence of spontaneous pain and the expansion of hyperalgesia outside 

of the immediate region of surgery, it has been postulated that central sensitization occurs 

after PPSP (Dirks et al., 2002; Werner and Bischoff, 2014; Campillo et al., 2011). 

Increased spontaneous activity of structures in the nociceptive pathway (primary 

afferents, spinal, and supraspinal) is thought to be responsible for transmitting 

spontaneous pain (Baron et al., 2013). After plantar incisions in rats, Pogatzki et al. 

(2002a) showed that the sensitization of A-delta and C-fibers has a role in maintenance of 

hyperalgesia. Further, using the same model, Xu et al. (2009) reported increased 

spontaneous activity of WDR neurons in the dorsal horn, one day after surgical incision, 

with activity returning to baseline levels seven days later. However, none of these studies 

recorded from supraspinal structures or investigated changes in neuronal activity at later 

time points after the surgical incision. 

Here, we report for the first time that repeated surgical incisions result in abnormal 

neuronal activity in the PO thalamus detectable four weeks after the last surgery. We 

found that PPSP is associated with significant increases in spontaneous and evoked firing 

of PO neurons in response to noxious stimuli applied to the face. These findings are 

consistent with our previous studies of chronic pain, in which we showed that 

spontaneous and evoked activity of central neurons in PO increase after SCI, and that 
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these changes are causally related to behavioral hyperalgesia (Masri et al., 2009; Keller 

and Masri, 2013). However, in contrast to our SCI studies, in which PO neurons have 

enhanced activity in response to a range of innocuous and noxious stimuli applied to the 

face and hind-paws, in the present study we find increased activity only in response to 

noxious stimuli applied to the face. These findings reflect the changes observed in our 

behavioral data, where we show that rats with repeated surgery of the facial skin develop 

facial hyperalgesia, but not hyperalgesia of the hind-paws. The difference between our 

current and previous studies could also be due to the difference in type of injury, as 

incision of the skin results in a less pronounced injury than SCI, which produces a direct 

lesion to the CNS (Masri et al., 2009). 

In addition to the PO thalamus, pain afferents from the spinal trigeminal nucleus 

(SpVc) project to other thalamic nuclei, such as the ventral posteriomedial thalamus 

(VPM) and the mediorsal thalamus (MD). We, therefore, cannot exclude the possibility 

that PPSP may result also in maladaptive plasticity in other thalamic nuclei. 

Excitatory mechanisms of enhancement of neuronal activity in PO 

We considered the possibility that enhanced activity in PO is due to increased 

excitatory inputs from SpVc, the second order structure relaying noxious input to PO, and 

the analog of the dorsal horn in the brainstem (Dubner and Bennett, 1983; Guy et al., 

2005). We found that the neuronal responses of WDR neurons in the SpVc were not 

significantly affected by repeated surgeries; therefore, SpVc is not likely responsible for 

the enhanced activity of PO neurons. In contrast to our findings, Xu et al. (2009) showed 

sensitization of the dorsal horn neurons after surgical incision. However, these changes 

were observed one day after the incision, with activity returning to normal after seven 
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days. Therefore, it is possible that SpVc had increased activity immediately after the 

repeated surgeries, which subsided by four weeks, when our recordings were obtained. 

Implications for sham-operated controls 

Sham-operated controls are frequently used in studies of CNS trauma (e.g., TBI, 

SCI). However, when studying pain that develops after CNS trauma, it is crucial to 

consider the impact of surgeries. Here, we found that repeated surgeries in rats 

(equivalent to sham-operated rats from the 6X-TBI model in Chapter 1) leads to 

increased facial sensitivity to noxious stimuli and abnormal spontaneous and evoked 

activity of PO neurons. These results demonstrate that surgical procedures in sham-

operated rats are sufficient to produce hyperalgesia and sensitization of the PO thalamus. 

Moreover, ours is not the only model to result in abnormalities after sham-operations. 

Several studies have shown that sham-operations result in injury-like characteristics 

(Cole et al., 2011; Flexman et al., 2010; Elliott et al., 2012). Cole et al. (2011) evaluated 

sham-operated procedures used in TBI models and found that rats with craniotomy 

procedures have significantly impaired neurological status and changes in cytokine 

levels. Others have also demonstrated that sham-operations up-regulate pro-inflammatory 

mediators – calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) and ionized calcium-binding adapter 

molecule 1 (Iba1) (Elliott et al., 2012), and produce post-craniotomy chronic pain 

(Flexman et al., 2010). Therefore, when designing animal models of CNS trauma, 

particularly models that study pain, it is important to consider the compounding impact of 

surgical procedures. 
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Chapter 3: Chronic Pain and Thalamic Abnormalities 
after Blast-TBI in Awake Rats 

 

Introduction 
 
We demonstrated in Chapters 1 and 2 that rats with chronic pain manifest 

maladaptive plasticity in PO nucleus of the thalamus. In Chapter 1 we showed that 6X-

TBI rats have abnormally high activity in PO, compared to naïve rats, but not compared 

to sham-operated rats. In Chapter 2, we found that the surgical procedure used to create 

sham-operated rats in Chapter 1 was sufficient to produce both hyperalgesia and 

abnormal neuronal activity in PO. Therefore, to study the mechanisms of chronic pain 

after TBI (TBI-Pain), we needed to design a new model – independent of surgical 

procedures and use of anesthetics.  

In this chapter we modified our previously described model of direct cranial blast 

injury (dcBI) (Kuehn et al., 2011) to blast awake, unanesthetized rats. This allowed us to 

study chronic pain after TBI dissociated from anesthesia-induced dampening of post-

injury increases in excitatory activity or excessive excitation from peripheral nociceptors 

from surgical procedures. Further, although the dcBI model does not result in any overt 

damage to CNS tissue, a variety of secondary mechanisms (axonal disruption, 

inflammation, excitotoxicity, depolarization, or disruption of ionic homeostasis) occur 

that can contribute to abnormal synaptic changes or sensitization of the CNS.  

In fact, blast-induced traumatic brain injury (bTBI) is one of the most common 

injuries encountered by U.S military personnel. It is responsible for 71.5% of TBIs 

(Dobscha et al., 2009) and can range from a severe penetrating injury to, more 
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commonly, mild concussion with no visible physical impairment or abnormalities in 

acute neurobehavioral assessment (Rosenfeld et al., 2013; Bogdanova and Verfaelie, 

2012). Accumulating evidence shows that exposure to even mild blast overpressure can 

result in lasting neurologic disorders (Magnuson et al., 2012; Bass et al., 2012). One 

neurological abnormality suffered by almost 75% of veterans is chronic pain, with 

headaches and back pains being the most frequent (Patil et al., 2011; Belanger et al., 

2009; Strigo et al., 2014). This chronic pain is independent of anxiety and depression 

(Nampiaparampil, 2008; Strigo et al., 2014). Resting state functional magnetic resonance 

imaging (rsfMRI) in these patients revealed increased activity of brain regions associated 

with pain, including enhancement of thalamocortical connectivity (Zhou et al., 2014; 

Venkatesan et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2011). These findings suggested the involvement of 

maladaptive plasticity, or sensitization of the CNS, in TBI-Pain. As we discussed 

previously (Chapters 1 and 2), PO is an important structure where nociception-induced 

central sensitization occurs. Therefore, here we tested the hypothesis that TBI-Pain after 

blast injury is associated with abnormal increases in spontaneous and evoked activity of 

PO neurons. 

Methods 

Animal model of TBI-Pain 

To study the mechanisms of TBI-Pain, we designed a novel model of bTBI that 

reproduces injuries encountered in humans. Similar to clinical injuries, our model of 

bTBI produces a closed head injury. However, unlike existing models—and consistent 

with the human condition—the TBI in our model is not associated with surgeries (used in 

other models to expose the brain or cranium) or anesthetics. Craniotomies in sham-
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operated controls have been shown to produce profound pro-inflammatory, 

morphological, and behavioral deficits that can confound interpretation of results from 

conventional experimental brain injury models (Cole et al., 2011). Further, in Chapter 2 

we demonstrated that rats develop chronic facial hyperalgesia three weeks after minor 

surgical incisions of the face. Additionally, no anesthesia or analgesia was used due to 

potential neuroprotective effects that can mask the nerve damage initiated by TBI, a 

crucial step in the development of central pain (Snyder et al., 2007; Kawaguchi et al., 

2005). 

We blasted rats using the dcBI model with the approaches described in the General 

Methods section (Fig 11). Immediately after the blast, we used several criteria to classify 

the severity of TBI. We confirmed the location of blast using two methods: (i) noting 

location of residue marking immediately after blast, (ii) video analysis of proper 

positioning of the cranium. Only rats that received bTBI in posterior portion of the 

cranium, in the region of the occipital crest and behind the foramen magnum, were 

included in the study. Unpublished data from our laboratory show increased subdural 

hemorrhaging, cerebellar anomalies and oxygen saturation abnormalities in rats with 

blast injury posterior to the foramen magnum, suggesting this area is more vulnerable to 

the blast wave due to lack of protection from the skull. We also recorded changes in the 

following physical abnormalities: length of time the rat does not move (freeze time), 

length of seizure like body contractions (contractions), and the steepest angle at which the 

rat can climb an inclined slope (inclined plane) (see General Methods). To determine 

which rats were most severely affected, we created a ranking system detailed in the 

General Methods, in which the sum of the ranks was used to determine which rats were 
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most severely affected by bTBI (Table 1). We found that rats with injury to posterior of 

the cranium had contractions that lasted for 0 to 50 s after the blast, before freezing for 

another 0 to 20 s. However, one hour following blast, 80% of the rats showed no visible 

signs of acute injury or weakness.  

 

Figure 11. Cranium only blast injury apparatus (COBIA). A: Photographs of the 

COBIA showing the vertically-oriented gun interfacing with the blast dissipation 

chamber (BDC), which connects to the BDC-cranium interface (BDCCI). B,C: Views of 

the BDCCI placed in the behaving chamber. D: Photograph of rat properly placing head 

through the BDCCI.  
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Table 1. Ranking of injury severity of bTBI rats. Numerical values shown are 

normalized to the most severely affected bTBI rat. A value of 1 indicates the most severe 

symptoms. Type of Hit: Posterior denotes that the blast wave was targeted posterior to 

the foramen magnum. Partially posterior denotes the blast wave hit above the foramen 

magnum, targeting some of the regions posterior to it. Freeze Time: The length of time 

the rat did not move after bTBI. Inclined Plane Angle: The steepest angle the rat can 

climb following blast injury. Seizure Time: Number of seizure like contractions that 

occur following bTBI. Total: Sum of the normalized numerical values, used to determine 

the severity of injury sustained by each rat. 

Behavioral assessment of hyperalgesia 

Chronic pain after bTBI, particularly of the head and back, is associated with 

increased sensitivity to painful stimuli—or hyperalgesia (Rosenfeld et al., 2013; Sayer, 
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2012; Tham et al., 2013). Therefore, we tested our experimental (bTBI) and control 

(sham) groups for hyperalgesia, using two different tests of hyperalgesia.  

Three weeks after bTBI we quantified changes in sensitivity to noxious stimuli 

applied to the face by using a test of thermal sensitivity, the Orofacial Pain Assessment 

Device (OPAD, Stoelting), using approaches provided in the General Methods section 

(Neubert et al., 2005).  

Because patients with TBI also complain of back and limb pain, and because 

central sensitization in other conditions of pain (SCI and migraine) can involve increased 

perception of pain in regions distal to the injury (Masri et al., 2009; Burstein et al., 2010), 

we also tested for hyperalgesia of the hind-paws by applying von Frey filaments to the 

ventral surface of hind-paws. Mechanical sensitivity was quantified as the average paw 

withdrawal threshold (g), using the Up-Down method (see General Methods). A reduced 

paw withdrawal threshold denotes increased sensitivity. 

Extracellular recordings 

Four weeks after the bTBI, we anesthetized rats and extracellularly recorded single 

units from PO thalamus, as described in detail in General Methods. In short, we recorded 

activity of single units with receptive fields in the face, head and vibrissa. Spontaneous 

activity of each unit was recorded for three minutes, following which sensory-evoked 

responses were recorded in response to either innocuous stimulation with air-puffs or 

noxious stimulation with von-Frey filaments. 

Results 

Assessment of hyperalgesia after bTBI 
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Facial hyperalgesia: Figure 12 shows sample cumulative traces of reward 

consumption at each temperature from a sham (A) and bTBI rat (B). Both rats consumed 

the most reward at 37˚C (5.8 g and 7.5 g, respectively). At 45˚C the bTBI rat consumed 

2.3 g of reward, a 31% of its maximum intake. Whereas, the sham rat consumed 3.1 g, 

54% of its maximum intake. Similarly, at 50˚C the bTBI rat consumed 9% (0.7 g) and the 

sham rat consumed 5% (0.3 g) of their maximum intake. 

Because the maximum reward consumption varied by animal, for analysis of group 

data reward consumption was normalized to the percent of total reward consumption. 

This was calculated individually for each animal by dividing the reward consumed at 

each temperature by the sum of reward consumed at all three testing temperatures. Figure 

12C compares percent of total reward consumed by sham rats (n = 9) and bTBI rats (n = 

6), at each of the testing temperatures. Rats in both groups consumed their maximum 

amount of reward at the innocuous temperature of 37˚C (mean = 74.3 ± 5.1 % total 

reward consumption vs. 66.0 ± 2.5 % total reward consumption in shams, p = 0.906). 

Whereas at 45˚C bTBI rats had significantly reduced reward consumption at 45˚C (mean 

= 22.3 ± 4.8 % total reward consumption) compared to shams (32.8 ± 2.5 % total reward 

consumption in shams, p = 0.049). At 50˚C both groups had similar levels of low reward 

consumption (mean = 3.2 ± 1.5 % total reward consumption vs. 1.3 ± 0.7 % total reward 

consumption in shams, p = 0.853). Consistent with our predictions, these findings suggest 

that bTBI animals display hyperalgesia of the face, lasting at least three weeks after 

bTBI.  

Hind-paw hyperalgesia: Because patients with TBI also complain of back and limb 

pain, and because central sensitization in other conditions of pain (SCI and migraine) can 
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involve increased perception of pain in regions distal to the injury (Masri et al., 2009; 

Burstein et al., 2010), we also tested for hyperalgesia of the hind-paws. Figure 12D 

compares group data of average hind-paw withdrawal thresholds of bTBI rats (n = 7) in 

contrast to sham rats (n = 11). We found that the use of von Frey filaments on the hind-

paws did not reveal mechanical sensitivity in rats with bTBI (mean = 29.7 g ± 3.7 vs. 

32.6± 3.2 g in shams, p = 0.280). These results, combined with OPAD results, suggest 

that rats with bTBI develop hyperalgesia of the face and head region, but not of their 

extremities.  

Figure 12. bTBI rats have facial hyperalgesia, three weeks after injury. A, B: 

Representative line graphs from the OPAD quantify reward consumption (g) at three 

testing temperatures (37˚C, 45˚C, and 50˚C) from a sham rat (A) and bTBI rat (B). C: Bar 

graph compares the percent of total reward consumed at each testing temperature. The 

bTBI group had a significant reduction of reward consumption at 45˚C, compared to the 
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sham group (bTBI, n = 6; sham, n = 9; p = 0.049). However, bTBI rats did not have 

significantly reduced reward consumption at either 37˚C or 50˚C compared to sham rats. 

D: Bar graph compares the average paw withdrawal threshold of bTBI rats and sham rats. 

Compared to the sham rats (n = 11), bTBI rats (n = 7) did not have significantly different 

paw withdrawal thresholds.  

Mechanisms of chronic pain after blast-TBI 

Behavioral assessment demonstrated that rats with bTBI developed increased facial 

sensitivity in comparison to their sham counterparts. The presence of painful symptoms 

three weeks after bTBI, with no visible signs of injury, suggests the involvement of CNS 

structures, particularly, maladaptive plasticity of structures involved in the 

trigeminothalamic pathway. Here, we tested the hypothesis that that maladaptive 

plasticity occurs in the posterior (PO) nucleus of the thalamus, rather than its inputs from 

the trigeminothalmic pathway. 

PO is thought to be a structure critically involved in nociceptive processing 

(Apkarian and Shi, 1994; Casey, 1966; POGGIO and MOUNTCASTLE, 1960). We and 

others have shown that increased neuronal activity in PO is correlated with nociceptive 

behaviors during conditions of central pain, such as SCI (Masri et al., 2009; Whitt et al., 

2013; Wu et al., 2013) and migraine (Burstein et al., 2010). Therefore, we hypothesized 

that TBI-Pain is associated with increased neuronal activity in PO. To test this 

hypothesis, we recorded spontaneous and stimulus-evoked activity from well-isolated 

single neurons in the PO thalamus of both bTBI and sham rats.  

To test if behavioral hyperalgesia in the face is also reflected in abnormal PO 

activity, we recorded spontaneous activity for three minutes, and in the same set of 
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neurons, responses to stimulation of either innocuous stimuli to the vibrissae or noxious 

von Frey stimuli to the vibrissa-pad (see General Methods). Typical of PO neurons in 

control animals (Trageser and Keller, 2004; Masri et al., 2009; Wu et al., 2013), the unit 

depicted in Figure 13A (control) exhibited low spontaneous activity (1.52 Hz) and low-

magnitude of response to innocuous (0.406 spikes/stimulus) and noxious (0.021 

spikes/stimulus) stimulation. In contrast, the unit recorded from the bTBI rat had a 

spontaneous firing rate (4.0 Hz) more than 2 fold higher than the control, and a robustly 

increased response to noxious stimulation (0.167 spikes/stimulus), but no significant 

increase in response to innocuous stimulation (0.534 spikes/stimulus, Fig. 13B,D). 

Consistent with these data and our previous report of PO neurons in conditions of 

central pain (Masri et al., 2009), we found that the mean spontaneous firing rate of 

neurons from bTBI rats (3.08 ± 0.27 Hz) was significantly higher than that of sham rats 

(1.91 ± 0.19 Hz, p = 0.003, Fig. 13E). Similarly, group analysis of noxious stimuli 

applied to the face revealed a significant difference in magnitude of response (0.09 ± 0.01 

spikes/stimulus in bTBI rats, Fig. 13D vs. 0.07 ± 0.01 spikes/stimulus in shams, p = 

0.033, Fig. 13C). However, group analysis showed no significant differences in mean 

vibrissae-evoked (innocuous) responses between the two conditions (0.22 ± 0.05 

spikes/stimulus vs. 0.23 ± 0.05 spikes/stimulus in shams, p = 0.568, Fig. 13F).  

The high level of spontaneous and noxious evoked activity in PO neurons of bTBI 

rats reflects the observed behavioral hyperalgesia in our experimental model. Similar to 

our behavioral hyperalgesia results, which showed that bTBI rats were sensitive to 

noxious stimuli applied to the face, PO neurons in this study had an increase in 

magnitude of activity only in response to noxious stimuli applied to the face. These 
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results demonstrate that changes in PO maybe responsible for the behavioral hyperalgesia 

observed in bTBI rats.  

 

Figure 13. Neuronal activity of the posterior thalamus (PO) is enhanced in rats with 

bTBI. A, B: Representative PSTHs (1 ms bins) demonstrate spontaneous and sensory-

evoked activity (pico-spritzer) of a PO neuron from a sham rat (A) and a bTBI rat (B). 
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Horizontal lines depict 99% confidence interval, bins above the line represent firing 

significantly higher than spontaneous activity. PSTHs show that the spontaneous activity 

is more than 2 fold higher in the bTBI rat compared to the sham rat.  With similar 

innocuous sensory-evoked response in both conditions. C,D: Representative example of 

activity in response to increasingly noxious mechanical force recorded from a PO neuron 

of a sham rat (C) and bTBI rat (D) demonstrate increased spontaneous activity and 

magnitude of response in bTBI rats. Time stamps of action potentials (top trace) in 

response to increasing mechanical force (bottom trace) applied to the face, using an 

electronic anesthesiometer. E: Bar graph of group data show that mean spontaneous 

firing rate was significantly (p < 0.001) higher in bTBI rats (n = 69 cells) compared to 

sham rats (n = 55). F: Bar graph of group data show sensory-evoked responses to 

innocuous stimuli applied to the face are not significantly different between bTBI and 

sham conditions. G: However, group data of sensory-evoked responses by applying 

noxious stimuli to the face are significantly (p = 0.033) higher in neurons of bTBI rats. 

The changes in activity of PO neurons after bTBI may also reflect an increase in 

activity of peripheral afferent input. To test this possibility, we focused on changes in the 

spinal trigeminal nucleus caudalis (SpVc), that receives inputs of thermal and noxious 

stimuli from the Vth cranial nerve (Rusu, 2004) and is a major source of afferent inputs to 

the PO (Craig, 2004; Lund and Webster, 1967; Fukushima and Kerr, 1979). We recorded 

spontaneous and stimulus-evoked responses from WDR neurons that had receptive fields 

in the trigeminal dermatome. We characterized neurons according to their responses to a 

range of stimuli. Wide dynamic range (WDR) neurons were identified by their responses 

to both low-threshold and noxious mechanical stimuli, and their enhanced responses to 

increases in stimulus intensity in the noxious range (Okubo et al., 2013). Neurons 

responding exclusively to innocuous stimuli were classified as low-threshold neurons. 

We selected only WDR neurons for further data analysis. 
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WDR neurons responded to both innocuous (air puffs) and noxious (electronic 

anesthesiometer) stimuli applied to the face (see General Methods). Consistent with 

previous findings, mean spontaneous activity of neurons from sham rats was close to 0 

Hz (0.006 ± 0.003 Hz, n = 17, Fig. 14E) (Okubo et al., 2013; Urch et al., 2003). 

Spontaneous activity did not significantly increase in rats with bTBI (0.011 ± 0.005 Hz, n 

= 12, p = 0.202). Recordings from representative WDR neurons of the SpVc are shown in 

Figure 14A,B. Notice that neurons of both sham and bTBI rats have a spontaneous 

activity of 0 Hz, and a similar magnitude of response to innocuous stimuli, with a rate of 

1.47 spikes/stimulus for the bTBI neuron and 1.05 spikes/stimulus for the control neuron. 

The magnitude of response was similar in response to increasingly noxious mechanical 

force applied to the face by an electronic anesthesiometer, with 0.10 spikes/stimulus in 

the bTBI neuron (Fig. 14D) compared to 0.11 spikes/stimulus in the sham neuron (Fig. 

14C). These findings were confirmed in group analysis, which show that sensory-evoked 

response to increasing mechanical force by an anesthesiometer results in no significant 

difference in WDR neurons of bTBI rats (0.18 ± 0.04 spikes/stimulus) compared to sham 

rats (0.32 ± 0.09 spikes/stimulus, p = 0.902, Fig. 14F). These results demonstrated that, 

four weeks after bTBI, WDR neurons in SpVc of bTBI rats have activity comparable to 

that of sham controls. Therefore, SpVc is not likely responsible for the increased activity 

in PO neurons. 

Here we find increased spontaneous and evoked in PO neurons, but not from its source of 

excitatory inputs, the SpVc. The increased activity observed in PO neurons of bTBI rats 

parallels the behavioral hyperalgesia in our experimental model. Similar to our behavioral 

hyperalgesia results, which showed that bTBI rats were sensitive to noxious stimuli 
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applied to the face, PO neurons in this study had an increase in the magnitude of activity 

only in response to noxious stimuli applied to the face. These results suggest that central 

sensitization occurs at the level of the PO thalamus.  
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Figure 14. Neuronal activity of WDR neurons in the spinal trigeminal nucleus 

(SpVc) is not enhanced in rats with bTBI.  A, B: Representative PSTHs (1 ms bins) 

demonstrate spontaneous and sensory-evoked activity in a WDR neuron from the SpVc 

recorded from a bTBI rat (B) are similar to that of a sham rat (A). Horizontal lines depict 

99% confidence interval, bins above the line represent firing significantly higher than 

spontaneous activity. C,D: Representative example of activity in response to increasingly 

noxious mechanical force recorded from a WDR neuron of a sham rat (C) and bTBI rat 

(D) demonstrate similar activity. Time stamps of action potentials (top trace) in response 

to increasing mechanical force (bottom trace) applied to the face, using an electronic 

anesthesiometer. E, F: Bar graphs show mean spontaneous firing rate (E) and sensory-

evoked firing (F) were not significantly different in bTBI rats  (n = 17 cells) compared to 

sham rats (n = 12). 

Discussion 
 
Despite copious evidence of TBI patients suffering chronic pain that lasts longer 

than six months (Nampiaparampil, 2008; Strigo et al., 2014), there are a limited number 

of studies aimed at elucidating the mechanisms of TBI-Pain (Elliott et al., 2012; 

Macolino et al., 2014). These studies demonstrate that pain is present for at least four 

weeks in the periorbital area of rats that received controlled cortical impact (CCI) 

(Macolino et al., 2014) and that these rats have changes in neuropeptides associated with 

pain (Elliott et al., 2012). However, to the best of our knowledge, ours is the first study to 

explore changes in neuronal activity after TBI. 

To understand the mechanisms of TBI-Pain, we used a novel model of bTBI with 

unique features that make it ideal for studying pain. We modified our previously 

described dcBI model (Kuehn et al., 2011) to resemble human injuries, by removing the 

use of anesthetics or surgery. Anesthetics have long been explored for their 
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neuroprotective effects, and while the protective and toxic effects of these drugs are still 

being debated, it has been established that anesthetics reduce electrical activity and 

inflammation of the brain (Combes, 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Hertle et al., 2012). To 

limit these effects, others have tried to pre-treat animals prior to TBI; however, even a 

brief, 15 min exposure to isoflurane can reduce secondary injury after controlled cortical 

impact (CCI) (Luh et al., 2011). Therefore, because secondary effects of elevated 

glutamate and excitatory neuroactive substances are crucial for the development of 

central pain, we avoided the use of anesthetics. 

Further, unlike existing models—and consistent with the human condition—TBI in 

our model is not associated with any surgeries, as used in other models to expose the 

brain or cranium. To support this, in Chapter 2 we demonstrated that rats present chronic 

facial hyperalgesia three weeks after minor surgical incisions of the face. Additionally, a 

recent study evaluating pain after craniotomies in neurosurgical patients found that 80% 

of these patients experienced severe acute pain, and 50% continued to suffer chronic 

headache months after the surgery (Flexman et al., 2010). Further, craniotomies in sham-

operated control rats have been shown to produce profound pro-inflammatory, 

morphological, and behavioral deficits that can confound interpretation of results from 

conventional experimental brain injury models (Cole et al., 2011). A combination of 

these issues led to our decision to omit the use anesthesia and surgical procedures in our 

model of bTBI. We believe the removal of these variables has allowed us to uncover a 

potential mechanism of TBI-Pain. 

bTBI results in facial hyperalgesia 

Almost 74% of veterans suffer chronic pain, characterized by ongoing pain that 
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lasts for at least six months after TBI (Patil et al., 2011; Helmer et al., 2009). We found 

that, at least three weeks after bTBI, rats display significantly increased sensitivity of the 

face to noxious stimuli, but no altered sensitivity of the hind-paws. These findings are in 

line with clinical findings, as chronic headaches and migraine-like pain are by far the 

most prevalent after TBI (Dobscha et al., 2009; Tham et al., 2013; Patil et al., 2011). Our 

results are also in agreement with a recent study by Macolino et al. (2014), in which they 

assessed pain threshold of the periorbital area, forepaws, and hind-paws, one and four 

weeks after CCI. They demonstrated significantly increased sensitivity of the periorbital 

region up to four weeks after TBI in rats and mice. They also reported increased 

sensitivity of the forepaw that is resolved by week four. However, similar to our study, 

changes in sensitivity of the hind-paws were absent after CCI. 

It is also important to note that, although the blast wave in our model targeted the 

posterior cranium and regions above the brainstem, rats with bTBI demonstrate 

hyperalgesia of the snout and jaws – away from the site of injury. Further, because the 

dcTBI model targets structures of the trigeminothalamic pathway, it is not necessary that 

we observe below-level hyperalgesia (e.g hind-paws). The lack of apparent lesions and 

the presence of pain away from the site of injury suggest that there may be a central 

mechanism involved in TBI-Pain. 

Enhanced spontaneous and evoked activity in the PO thalamus 

Due to the presence of spontaneous pain that persists for months-to-years (Hoffman 

et al., 2011; Lahz and Bryant, 1996), TBI-Pain has been compared to those of other 

chronic pain disorders (Defrin et al., 2014). Sensitization of the CNS plays an important 

role in chronic pain (Woolf, 2007), specifically sensitization of the PO thalamus (Masri 
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and Keller, 2012). Here we report, for the first time, that bTBI in awake rats results in 

abnormal neuronal activity of the PO thalamus, four weeks after the blast. We found that 

bTBI is associated with significant increases in spontaneous firing and evoked firing of 

PO neurons in response to noxious stimuli applied to the face. These findings are 

consistent with our previous findings of chronic pain, in which we show that spontaneous 

and evoked neuronal activity of the PO increases after SCI, and that these changes are 

associated with behavioral hyperalgesia (Masri et al., 2009). However, in contrast to 

previous SCI (Masri et al., 2009) and migraine (Burstein et al., 2010) studies, in which 

PO neurons have enhanced activity in response to a range of innocuous and noxious 

stimuli applied to the face and hind-paws, in the present study we only find increased 

activity in response to noxious stimuli applied to the face. These findings reflect the 

changes observed in our behavioral data, where we show that rats with bTBI present with 

facial hyperalgesia, but not hyperalgesia of the hind-paws. The variability in our current 

and previous studies could be due to the differences in type of injury and the targeted 

areas of the CNS. In our current study, the blast wave was targeted above the unexposed 

brainstem, compared to an electrolytic lesion directly of the spinal cord (SCI study) or 

activation of the dura with chemical stimulation (migraine study).  

The observed neuronal changes in the thalamus suggest that the enhancement in PO 

activity may be due to increased excitatory inputs or decreased inhibitory inputs from 

other regions of the CNS. 

Excitatory mechanisms of enhancement of neuronal activity in PO 

We considered the possibility that enhanced activity in PO is due to increased 

excitatory inputs. Because the blast wave is targeted above the brainstem, we considered 
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the possibility that enhanced activity in the PO is due to increased excitatory inputs from 

the spinal trigeminal nucleus caudalis (SpVc). However, we found no change in 

spontaneous or evoked activity of WDR neurons in the SpVc of bTBI rats, compared to 

sham rats. These findings are consistent with our previous studies of chronic pain after 

SCI. In these studies, although we found robustly increased neuronal activity in the PO, 

we did not detect any changes in WDR neurons of the SpVc (Masri et al., 2009), 

suggesting that the neuronal responses of the SpVc are not significantly affected by TBI-

Pain and likely are not responsible for the enhanced activity of PO neurons. 

Here we demonstrate that TBI-Pain appears to be dependent, at least in part, upon 

maladaptive plasticity of the PO thalamus, but not of its inputs. Interestingly, these 

findings are analogous to changes in neuronal activity of the PO following several other 

chronic pain conditions, including SCI, migraine, and PPSP. We have previously 

reported that the development of chronic pain after SCI is causally related to increased 

neuronal activity of somatosensory thalamic nuclei, including neurons in the PO and MD  

(Masri et al., 2009; Whitt et al., 2013), and, in Chapter 2 we demonstrate that PPSP is 

associated with similar changes. Others have also shown abnormalities of the PO 

following migraine, in both experimental models and patients (Burstein et al., 2010). 

Together, these findings demonstrate the important role of the PO thalamus in 

maintenance of pain.  
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General Discussion 
 
In this Dissertation we tested the overarching hypothesis that chronic pain is 

associated with sensitization of the posterior nucleus of the thalamus (PO). We 

demonstrated, in three different models of injury, that rats presenting with chronic pain 

manifest maladaptive plasticity in PO. In Chapter 1 we showed that repeated frontal 

impact closed-head TBI (6X-TBI) produces increased spontaneous and noxious evoked 

PO neuronal activity. In Chapter 2 we demonstrated that repeated surgeries (those similar 

to sham-operated rats in Chapter 2) are sufficient to produce facial hyperalgesia and 

abnormal neuronal activity in the PO thalamus. In Chapter 3 we found that TBI— 

independent from influences of surgical procedures and the use of anesthetics— also 

produces facial hyperalgesia and increased neuronal activity in PO. Taken together, these 

data support our hypothesis that chronic pain is associated with increases in spontaneous 

and evoked activity in PO thalamus.  

Animal models of TBI-Pain 
 
There are several well established models of TBI, including controlled cortical 

impact (CCI) (Elliott et al., 2012), fluid percussion injury (FPI) (Cao et al., 2012), frontal 

impact injury (Kilbourne et al., 2009), and blast injury models (Kuehn et al., 2011). 

These models have been used to study various neurological deficits that occur as a result 

of TBI. Recently, a few studies—only four to our knowledge— have also investigated 

pain after TBI. These studies generally use CCI and FPI models. However, these models 

are not ideal for studying pain after TBI, as the techniques used to produce CCI and FPI 

depend on the use of surgical procedures and anesthesia, both of which can confound 

results when studying mechanisms of pain. Therefore, we chose to develop an animal 
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model of TBI-Pain that is reproducible and does not require surgical procedures or 

anesthetics.  

Direct cranium blast injury in awake rats 

To produce brain injury, we use the direct cranial blast injury (dcTBI) in awake rats 

for several reasons: (i) to target the blast overpressure directly to the cranium, (ii) to 

avoid complications from surgery, and (iii) to avoid neuroprotective effects of anesthesia.  

Direct cranium blast injury 
 
Unlike full body blast TBIs (Bauman et al., 1997; Saljo et al., 2000; Chavko et al., 

2007) the dcTBI model is targeted specifically to the cranium, resulting in reproducible 

blast TBIs without impact of blast on other regions of the body. This is important, as we 

have previously shown that blast wave targeting the thorax is sufficient to produce 

inflammation in the brain (Simard et al., 2014). The advantage of using blast 

overpressure injury is that it can be produced without confounding effects of surgery.  

Impact of sham-operations 
 
We show in Chapter 2 that minor surgical operations are sufficient to produce facial 

hyperalgesia. Further, craniotomies in sham-operated controls have been shown to 

produce profound pro-inflammatory, morphological, and behavioral deficits that can 

confound interpretation of results from conventional experimental brain injury models 

(Cole et al., 2011). Therefore, in Chapter 3 we chose to omit surgical procedures, and 

found that brain injury as a result of blast produces facial thermal hyperalgesia lasting at 

least three to four weeks after injury. These findings are in line with clinical findings, as 

chronic headaches are by far the most prevalent after TBI (Dobscha et al., 2009; Tham et 
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al., 2013; Patil et al., 2011). Our results are also in agreement with recent studies of TBI-

Pain in animal models. Elliot and colleagues (2011; Macolino et al., 2014) have shown, 

in two different studies, that pain in the periorbital area persists up to four weeks in a 

model of CCI-TBI.  

Of the available TBI-Pain studies in rodents, three out of four do not observe 

hypersensitivity in the hind-paws, similar to our study (Benromano et al., 2014; Elliott et 

al., 2012; Macolino et al., 2014). In contrast, Feliciano et al. (2014) report mechanical 

allodynia of the contralateral hind-paw after FPI-TBI, which is resolved after 72 h. These 

studies also report increased sensitivity in sham-operated rats; therefore, some of the 

reported hyperalgesia could have been due to contribution of surgical procedures.  

Neuroprotection by anesthesia 
 
Additionally, we did not use anesthesia or analgesia due to potential 

neuroprotective effects. Anesthetics have long been explored for their neuroprotective 

effects, and, while the protective and toxic effects of these drugs are still being debated, it 

has been established that anesthetics reduce injury-evoked electrical activity and 

inflammation of the brain (Combes, 2013; Wang et al., 2013; Hertle et al., 2012). We 

found in Chapter 1 that four frontal-impact TBIs (Chapter 1, 4X-TBI study) did not result 

in hyperalgesia. It is likely that the effects of TBIs here could have been masked by the 

protective effects of ketamine anesthesia. To limit such effects, others have tried to pre-

treat animals prior to TBI and have shown that even a brief 15 minute exposure to 

isoflurane can reduce secondary injury after CCI (Luh et al., 2011).  

Altogether, these studies demonstrate the importance of studying TBI-Pain in a 
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model independent of procedures that can contribute to excitatory and inhibitory 

mechanisms of pain. 

Mechanisms of traumatic brain injury 
 
Observation of behavioral hyperalgesia after bTBI is likely due several injury 

mechanisms. Damage after TBI occurs at two different stages: (i) primary insult – injury 

from direct tissue insult results in a series of changes, including damage to blood vessels, 

axonal shearing, compromise of blood brain barrier (BBB), and neuronal injury (Goeller 

et al., 2012; Nakagawa et al., 2011); (ii) secondary injury – delayed non-mechanical 

damage, which expands through a continued pathological process from the primary injury 

(Werner and Engelhard, 2007). 

Blast TBI 

Blast TBI induces injury through sudden changes in intracranial pressure that result 

in bubble formation, particularly at the interfaces between CSF and the brain. This can 

produce penetration and cavitation of brain tissue, disruption of axonal pathways, and 

damage to capillaries (Goeller et al., 2012; Nakagawa et al., 2011; Wolf et al., 2009). 

More specifically, we have previously demonstrated similar changes in the dcBI model 

(in anesthetized rats). Twenty-four hours after blast injury, animals exhibit subarachnoid 

hemorrhages, microvascular dysfunction and axonal injury (Kuehn et al., 2011). Most of 

the hemorrhages were in the cerebrum, cerebellum, and brainstem; however, there was 

also diffuse spread of the subarachnoid hemorrhages that can result in delayed 

neurological dysfunction (Kuehn et al., 2011). To further support potential delayed 

neurological dysfunction after dcBI, Kuhn et al (2011) demonstrated upregulation in 
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markers of injury (β-APP, Fluro-Jade, and cleaved caspase-3) in deep tissue, such as the 

cerebellum, hippocampus, and brainstem. 

Secondary injury 

Within minutes of brain trauma, inflammatory response causes a surge of 

proinflammatory mediators and neurotransmitters (Bullock et al., 1998; Werner and 

Engelhard, 2007). This concoction of mediators can change the brain homeostasis (Chi et 

al., 2009) and activate several components of the CNS, including meningeal afferents 

(Zhang et al., 2010), neurons, and glial cells (Loane and Byrnes, 2010). Activation of glia 

can further produce a number of neurotoxic chemicals and perpetuate the expansion of 

secondary injury. 

Glia are known to play an important role in both the process of neurodegeneration 

after TBI (Kamnaksh et al., 2011; Loane and Byrnes, 2010; Ramlackhansingh et al., 

2011) and to have a role in the pathology of pain (Wu et al., 2013; Kimelberg and 

Nedergaard, 2010; Tsuda et al., 2003). Glial activation has been noted after TBI in both 

humans (Ramlackhansingh et al., 2011) and animal models (Loane and Byrnes, 2010). 

Ramlackhansignh et al. (2011) demonstrated that microglial activation can be present in 

humans up to 17 years after TBI, and they noted activation in the thalamus, putamen, and 

subcortical regions. Animal models of TBI have also indicated up-regulation or activation 

of glial cells, in the thalamus (Cao et al., 2012; Hazra et al., 2014). In a rat model of fluid 

percussion injury (FPI), Cao et al. (2012) report that sensory deficits are associated with 

microglia activation for up to seven days in the ventral posterior medial thalamus (VPM). 

Additionally, Hazra et al. (2014) demonstrate thalamic astrogliosis in rats up to four 

weeks after CCI. One consequence of glial activation could be the development of 
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chronic pain, as several chronic pain models correlate the presence of hyperalgesia with 

both microglia activation (Ji and Suter, 2007; Beggs and Salter, 2007; Tsuda et al., 2004; 

Tsuda et al., 2003) and astrogliosis (Stuesse et al., 2001; Sweitzer et al., 1999; Sun et al., 

2005; Honore et al., 2000).  

An alternative mechanism by which secondary injury can occur is through the 

activation of the SUR1/TRPM4 channel (i.e Sur1 regulated NCCa-ATP channel). This 

channel has been implicated in TBI, SCI, stroke, and subarachnoid hemorrhages (Simard 

et al., 2006; Patel et al., 2010; Simard et al., 2007; Simard et al., 2008; Simard et al., 

2012). The SUR1/TRMP4 channel is not constitutively expressed, but is upregulated 

after CNS trauma (Simard et al., 2012). Immunolabeling experiments demonstrate that 

SUR1 is upregulated up to 24 h after controlled cortical impact TBI (Patel et al., 2010) 

and indirect thoracic blast TBI (Simard et al., 2014). During this time of expression, the 

SUR1/TRMP4 channel can contribute to secondary injury, as channel opening can lead to 

oncotic cell swelling and ultimately cell death (Woo et al., 2013). When capillary 

endothelial cells are involved, channel opening results in formation of edema, and 

catastrophic failure of capillary integrity, causing progressive hemorrhagic conversion 

(Simard et al., 2010). These changes can have severe and lasting neuropathological 

consequences (Patel et al., 2010). The pathological, cellular, and axonal abnormalities 

reported here may account for the anomalies that we observe in the behavioral and 

electrophysiology studies in this dissertation. 

Mechanisms of TBI-Pain 
 
Ours is the first study to address the pathophysiology of TBI-Pain using 

electrophysiological techniques. The behavioral hyperalgesia we describe, along with 
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clinical observations (Patil et al., 2011; Belanger et al., 2009; Strigo et al., 2014), suggest 

that structures involved in pain processing may be impaired after bTBI. Several regions 

of the brain have been indicated to play a role in pain, including the thalamus – a critical 

component in processing pain (Apkarian and Shi, 1994; Masri et al., 2009; Whitt et al., 

2013; Monconduit et al., 1999). More recently, a specific nucleus of the thalamus – the 

posterior nucleus (PO), has been shown to be sensitized in several chronic pain disorders, 

including SCI and migraine (Keller and Masri, 2013; Burstein et al., 2010). Therefore, we 

tested the hypothesis that chronic pain after TBI is also associated with increased activity 

in PO. 

Abnormal thalamic activity 

Here, we report for the first time that bTBI in awake rats results in abnormal 

neuronal activity of the PO thalamus, lasting at least four weeks after the blast. Consistent 

with previous reports in chronic pain, we find rats with bTBI to have increased 

spontaneous and evoked activity in PO (Masri et al., 2009; Burstein et al., 2010). We find 

that evoked activity in the PO is increased only in response to noxious stimuli applied to 

the face. However, in contrast to previous studies, we do not observe increased activity in 

response to innocuous stimuli or to noxious stimuli applied to the hind-paws (Masri et al., 

2009; Burstein et al., 2010). These findings reflect the changes observed in our 

behavioral data, where we show that rats with bTBI develop facial hyperalgesia, but not 

hyperalgesia of the hind-paws. The variability in our current and previous studies could 

be due to the differences in the type of injury and the targeted areas of the CNS. In our 

current study, the blast wave was targeted above the unexposed brainstem, compared to 

an electrolytic lesion directly of the spinal cord. Additionally, the Burstein et al. (2010) 
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study induced central sensitization by chemical stimulation of the dura and recorded PO 

activity three hours later, compared to four-weeks after bTBI. 

In addition to the PO thalamus, other thalamic nuclei could potentially be sensitized 

after bTBI. The spinal trigeminal nucleus (SpVc) projects also to the ventral 

posteriomedial thalamus (VPM) and the mediodrosal thalamus (MD). We have 

previously reported a modest increase in spontaneous activity of VPM neurons 14 days 

after SCI; however, there was no increase in evoked activity, suggesting that these 

changes could reflect descending modulation of corticothalamic activity (Masri et al., 

2009). We have also reported increased spontaneous and evoked activity of MD neurons, 

lasting at least 14 days after SCI (Whitt et al., 2013). We therefore cannot exclude the 

possibility that, in addition to PO, bTBI may also result in maladaptive plasticity in other 

thalamic nuclei. 

Inhibitory and excitatory mechanisms of enhancement of neuronal activity in PO 

Inhibitory mechanisms. One mechanism for increased neuronal activity in PO is 

reduced inhibition. Because there are no GABAergic interneurons in the rat PO 

(Barbaresi et al., 1986), all GABAergic inhibition of the PO is mediated through external 

inputs. The main source of inhibitory inputs to the PO are the zona incerta (ZI), anterior 

pretectal nucleus (APT), and reticular nucleus of the thalamus (TRN) (Trageser and 

Keller, 2004; Bokor et al., 2005). We have previously shown that the ZI provides potent 

inhibition to the PO thalamus (Trageser and Keller, 2004) and that following SCI 

enhancement of neuronal activity in the PO is causally related to reduced inhibition from 

ZI (Masri et al., 2009; Whitt et al., 2013). We have also shown that APT regulates ZI 

inputs to PO and that increased neuronal activity of APT correlates with hyperalgesia in 
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rats with SCI (Murray et al., 2010).  

It is less likely that TRN is a source of reduced inhibition following bTBI, as the 

TRN does not receive ascending sensory inputs. Although TRN receives potent 

descending projection from corticothalamic inputs (Zhang and Jones, 2004), the 

GABAergic terminals in PO that originate from TRN are much smaller and have fewer 

release sites, compared to terminals originating from ZI, suggesting that they are less 

potent (Bokor et al., 2005; Bartho et al., 2002).  

Excitatory mechanisms. The spinal trigeminal nucleus caudalis (SpVc) is a central 

nucleus involved in processing facial pain. Several studies of orofacial (Okubo et al., 

2013; Dubner and Bennett, 1983; Ren and Dubner, 2011; Xie et al., 2007) and migraine 

pain (Zhang et al., 2011; Dodick and Silberstein, 2006; Burstein et al., 1998) have 

reported sensitization of the SpVc. Burstein and colleagues suggest that neurons of the 

SpVc are sensitized in migraine headaches (Burstein et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 2011). 

They use a either chemical cocktail, mechanical stimulation or electrical stimulation to 

produce cortical spreading depression (CSD) and migraine like headache, following 

which they find that neurons of the SpVc are more sensitive to noxious thermal and 

mechanical stimuli applied to the face.  

Because the blast wave produces release of mediators that can activate meningeal 

afferents, and because the blast is targeted right above the brainstem, we considered the 

possibility that SpVc neurons may be sensitized following TBI. However, we found no 

change in spontaneous or evoked activity of WDR neurons in the SpVc of bTBI rats, 

compared to sham rats. A critical difference between our study and the Burstein et al. 
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study is the recording time. They record activity of SpVc neurons immediately following 

CSD induction. In contrast, we record from SpVc at least four weeks following injury. 

Interestingly, increased firing of SpVc neurons in the Burstein study is reduced 120 

minutes after CSD induction; however, they do not present data after 120 minutes. 

Therefore, it is likely the activity of SpVc neurons returns to baseline longer periods after 

CSD in their model. 

Summary 
 
In this dissertation, we develop a clinically relevant animal model of traumatic 

brain injury. Similar to the human condition, animals with bTBI manifest hyperalgesia. 

Using this model, we were able to study the pathophysiology of TBI-Pain. Importantly, 

our bTBI model does not require the use of surgery or anesthesia, both of which can 

influence the development of pain. Therefore, unlike most other models of TBI, the 

development of pain and pathophysiological mechanisms observed in the bTBI model are 

exclusively due to trauma of the brain.  

We demonstrate for the first time, that TBI-Pain is associated with maladaptive 

plasticity of the PO thalamus. Interestingly, these findings are analogous to changes in 

neuronal activity of the PO following several other chronic pain conditions, including 

persistent postsurgical pain, spinal cord injury, and migraine. Although all of these 

disorders result from different mechanisms of injury, they share the chronicity of pain, in 

which the PO appears to represent a key player.  
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